
FACULTY OF PAINTING INFORMATION FOR ERASMUS+ STUDENTS 

SUBJECT PROFESSOR AND 
ASSISTANT 

ROOM HOURS PER 
WEEK

ECTS 
POINTS

WHEN

PAINTING 
(OBLIGATORY 
SUBJECT)

PROF. ANDRZEJ RYSIŃSKI 
AS. PRZEMYSŁAW KLIMEK

55 16 12 MONDAY-FRIDAY 
9.00-13.00

PROF.STANISŁAW BAJ 
AS ALEKSANDER RYSZKA

56 16 12 MONDAY-FRIDAY 
9.00-13.00

PROF.WOJCIECH CIEŚNIEWSKI 
AS. PAWEŁ NOCUŃ

64 16 12 MONDAY-FRIDAY 
9.00-13.00

PROF. ANTONI BIBERSTEIN- 
STAROWIEYSKI 
AS.MICHAŁ SZUSZKIEWICZ

66 16 12 MONDAY-FRIDAY 
9.00-13.00

PROF. WOJCIECH ZUBALA 
AS.  MARCIN CHOMICKI

67 16 12 MONDAY-FRIDAY 
9.00-13.00

PROF.KRZYSZTOF 
WACHOWIAK 
PROF. TOMASZ MILANOWSKI 
AS. KATARZYNA DYJEWSKA 

68 16 12 MONDAY-FRIDAY 
9.00-13.00

DRAWING 
(OBLIGATORY  
SUBJECT) 

PROF. PAWEŁ BOŁTRYK 
AS.BARTŁOMIEJ KIEŁBOWICZ

55 10 9 MONDAY 14-16 
TUESDAY-THURSDAY 
14-18

PROF. MICHAŁ BORYS 56 10 9 MONDAY 14-16 
TUESDAY-THURSDAY 
14-18

 RAFAŁ KOWALSKI
64 10 9 MONDAY 14-16 

TUESDAY-THURSDAY 
14-18

PIOTR WACHOWSKI 66 10 9 MONDAY 14-16 
TUESDAY-THURSDAY 
14-18

 IGOR PRZYBYLSKI
67 10 9 MONDAY 14-16 

TUESDAY-THURSDAY 
14-18

PROF. MIKOŁAJ DZIEKAŃSKI 68 10 9 MONDAY 14-16 
TUESDAY-THURSDAY 
14-18

FORMS OF 
CONTEMPORAR
Y DRAWING 

PROF. PAWEŁ BOŁTRYK 
AS.BARTŁOMIEJ KIEŁBOWICZ

55 10 MONDAY 14-16 
TUESDAY-THURSDAY 
14-18

PROF. MICHAŁ BORYS 56 10 MONDAY 14-16 
TUESDAY-THURSDAY 
14-18

RAFAŁ KOWALSKI 64 10 MONDAY 14-16 
TUESDAY-THURSDAY 
14-18

 PIOTR WACHOWSKI 66 10 MONDAY 14-16 
TUESDAY-THURSDAY 
14-18

PROF. TOMASZ MILANOWSKI 
AS. KATARZYNA DYJEWSKA

67 10 MONDAY 14-16 
TUESDAY-THURSDAY 
14-18



STUDENTS NEED TO HAVE AT LEAST 30 ECTS POINTS IN THE END OF SEMESTER.  

REMEMBER THAT IT MAY HAPPEN THAT SOME OF THE PROFESSORS, FOR DIFFERENT 
REASONS, MAY NOT BE ABLE TO ACCEPT YOU IN THEIR STUDIO. 

PROF. ANTONI BIBERSTEIN- 
STAROWIEYSKI 
AS. MICHAŁ SZUSZKIEWICZ

68 10 MONDAY 14-16 
TUESDAY-THURSDAY 
14-18

KNOWLEDGE 
ABOUT VISUAL 
ACTIONS AND 
STRUCTURES  

PROF. JAN MIDUSZEWSKI 
AS.MONIKA KOPCZEWSKA 
AS.GRZEGORZ KOZERA

59 2 5 MONDAY 11-13, 
14-16 
AND FRIDAYS 11-13, 
16-18

IMAGE 
CONSTRUCTIO
N ELEMENTS 

PROF. JAN MIDUSZEWSKI 
AS.MONIKA KOPCZEWSKA 
AS.GRZEGORZ KOZERA

59 2 3 MONDAY 11-13, 
14-16 
AND FRIDAYS 11-13, 
16-18

TECHNOLOGY 
AND 
TECHNIQUES 
OF PAINTING 

PROF. MARZANNA WRÓBLEWSKA 
AS. GRZEGORZ MROCZKOWSKI

4 3 MONDAY 9-11 
FRIDAY 9-11, 16-18

TECHNOLOGY 
AND 
TECHNIQUES 
OF WALL 
PAINTING  

PROF. ŁUKASZ MAJCHEROWICZ 
PROF. SYLWESTER 
PIĘDZIEJEWSKI 

8 5 MONDAY, 
WENDESDAY, 
THURSDAY  
FRIDAY 
AFTER 14

TEXTILE ART ELWIRA SZTETNER 
AS.KAROLINA LIZUREJ 
ZYGMUNT ŁUKASIEWICZ 

60 8 5 THURSDAY - FRIDAY 
FROM 10 

EXPERIMENTAL 
TEXTILE ART

PROF. BARBARA ŁUCZKOWIAK 
AS. ALEKSANDR JAXA-CHAMIEC

62 8 5 MONDAY-FRIDAY 
FROM 10

ART 
IN PUBLIC 
SPACE

PROF. MACIEJ DUCHOWSKI 
AS.SEBASTIAN WINKLER

50 8 5 WENDESDAY 10-13



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Painting IV

2/ Teacher prof. Andrzej Rysiński

3/ Assistants dr Przemysław Klimek

4/ Code M1 KK

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 240

7/ Studies 
Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

8/ Course type Year II Semester 3 Painting - K

9/ Didactic methods 

- Problem-based lecture

- Method based on the perception and notation of nature through its 
study: in the studio - model, still life and outside the studio - 
landscape.

- Correction

- Dialogue

- Public discussion

- Self-presentation

- Individual assignments

- Remote teaching, alternating with in-class work - forms to be 

determined individually

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites Passing the first year of study

12/ Final requirements Passing semester III

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

- Individual review of work completed in and out of the studio.

- Selection of works for assessment.

- Evaluation of the artistic and technical level of the works.

- Participation and involvement in the teaching process.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

Improvement of technical skills and artistic development of the 

student. Shaping his/her independent, creative thinking and actions.

15/ Compulsory literature Literature individually determined according to student needs.



used during classes

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

as above

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

- Material science and techniques related to the painting workshop.
- Theories of depicting, construction and structure of the work.
- Contemporary phenomena in art.
- Copyright law and art market.

SKILLS

- Proficient use of theoretical knowledge and concepts related to the structure and 
construction of the work.
- Proficiently applying various painting techniques and technologies.
- Ability to comment on and analyze one's own work.
- Self-awareness and self-development.

- Discourse with new and unknown phenomena in art.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

- Broadly defined activities in the area of arts and culture.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 - Fully equipped workshop.

- Model.

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Painting VI

2/ Teacher prof. Stanisław Baj

3/ Assistants mgr Aleksander Ryszka

4/ Code M1 KK

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 240

7/ Studies 

Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 

Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

8/ Course type major

9/ Didactic methods 

- Studio exercises, based on work from nature (including the study 

of a model)

- Problem-based lectures, artistic interpretations of the semester 

assignment

- Didactic discussion

- On-site and online revision (google meet platform, e-mail)

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
Enrollment by the deadline and positive review of art portfolio by 

studio instructors.

12/ Final requirements 
Completion of at least one painting study of each pose in the studio 

and completion of a response to a semester assignment.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Participate in three studio reviews per semester by showing your 

current painting work (in case of in-studio review). Uploading a pdf 

file with reproductions of works, their description (technique, 

dimensions) and author's commentary (in case of online review).

Evaluation of class attendance.

Evaluation of the student's performance of studio paintings and 

responses to the term assignment.

Evaluation of the student's progress during the semester.

 

evaluation criteria:

- evaluation of class participation

- evaluation of the number of works

- evaluation of the workload

- evaluation of the technical quality of the work

- evaluation of the artistic quality of the works



14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The program of the studio for the second year of studies consists of 

further development of painting technique and the ability to observe 

nature through painting study. Apart from everyday work with a 

model, we also try to broaden the student's field of vision and inspire

them to unconventional artistic solutions by realizing the task 

"Where am I from? We also encourage students to create their own 

artistic creations, which will be the result of individual sensitivity of 

each student and their relationship with the world. Workshop skills 

in our studio are only a certain skill, a painting alphabet that allows 

you to ask yourself: who am I? What do I have to say as a young 

artist? What questions bother me? These reflections, combined with 

the search for an artistic form for them, direct the student to create 

their own visual language.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Vitamin P, New perpectives in painting, Phaidon

Painting today, Tony Godfrey, Phaidon

 

 

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Art Now, Taschen

Patrząc, Józef Czapski

Dialogi o sztuce, Zbigniew Taranienko

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

1.Key painting problems:

a.The painterly study of the human figure, taking into account anatomical 

structure, correct proportions, and rendering the character and likeness of the 

model;

b. painterly study of the interior, taking into account the role of rendering space in 

the picture, and the correct b. painterly study of the interior, taking into account the

role of rendering space in the painting, and correct representation and projection of

solids in convergent perspective

c. painterly study of still life, the subject and the importance of rendering 

proportions, textures and color in still nature

d. the painterly study of landscape and the importance of rendering light, aerial 

perspective, and atmosphere

e. the importance of choosing a subject and constructing a proper and convincing 

conception of the picture

f. the issue of choosing adequate means of expression in painting

g. the importance and power of color, correct perception of color saturation and 

temperature, building contrasts reflection of local color.

h. proper building of value and temperature relations, setting of value (brightness 

of a color) and the issue of chiaroscuro in a painting

i. manner of developing modeling in painting

j. construction of space in a painting

k. arrangement of composition, play of optical illusions

i. the process of building a picture in thematic (content) and visual (form) contexts

2. Knows at least three of the readings listed in the course bibliography. Can 

analyze theoretical knowledge which contribute to his/her progress in work on 

painting.

3. The importance of originality of an artistic attitude. Understands the importance 



of the creative process leading to the achievement of an honest, authentic, own 

painting expression.

SKILLS

1. Use their knowledge and artistic talent and sensitivity in making painting 

sketches, medium and large format paintings of high quality. 

2. Apply their knowledge in the execution of a painting study from a model in 

studio settings and tasks set in the studio and their own painting work.

3. Consciously apply knowledge of means of expression, color shaping and 

expression in creating original, high quality paintings.

4. Can independently produce a painting work for which he/she is fully responsible

in aesthetic, ethical, social and legal terms.

5. Has a good grasp of painting skills in oil, acrylic and tempera painting and can 

produce technologically correct paintings.

6. Develop and verbally present an analysis of a painting in thematic (content) and 

visual (form) contexts.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

1. Critically formulate and express their own judgments about painting, directions 

in painting. Formulate and express opinions about their own paintings, defend their

artistic claims, use argumentation.

2. Discuss constructively in a studio, in a group of friends, analyse the final 

exhibition, express opinions on painting while being tolerant of other students' 

attitudes and sensitivities.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 Painting studio with accessories, access to google meet platform 

and e-mail

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Painting V

2/ Teacher prof. Wojciech Cieśniewski

3/ Assistants dr Paweł Nocuń

4/ Code M1 KK

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 240

7/ Studies 

Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 

Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

8/ Course type major

9/ Didactic methods 

- problem-based lecture

- didactic discussion - individual and group (once a month), 

depending on the situation - in the Faculty Workshop or online with 

the use of Google meet.

- individual and collective reviews (once a month), depending on the

situation - in the Faculty Workshop or online using the Google meet 

platform.

- creative exercises with a model (one month obligatory; in the 

following months of the semester - depending on individual student's

needs)

- creative exercises on a topic proposed by a student

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites Successful completion of a first-year painting course.

12/ Final requirements 

- Participation in a semester review (either in the Studio in the 

Department or online using the Google meet platform, as 

appropriate).

- We require each student to produce paintings that demonstrate their

strong individual effort and commitment to studying the content and 

opportunities to express themselves through painting.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

- Presentation of the works made during the semester at the Studio in

the Department (or online using Google meet platform)

- Verbal commentary on one's own artistic intentions, the course and 

effect of studies conducted and the results of work, at the semester 

review in the Studio in the Faculty (or online using the Google meet 

platform).

- Evaluation criteria:

evaluation of the workload and quantity of the created works



evaluation of the artistic quality of the completed works

- in the case of the online review, it is required to send a PDF file 

with reproductions to the tutors

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

- Ability to paint pictures that are intended to express the student and

evoke an emotional experience in the viewer.

- Ability of the student to verbally present his/her own artistic 

assumptions about what subject matter and what he/she would like 

to express in the paintings.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

- Knowledge of two - chosen by the student - biographies of artists 

and a catalog of their works.

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

 

- Józef Maria- Ruszar "Apostoł w podróży służbowej: prywatna 

historia sztuki Zbigniewa Herberta"

- Zbigniew Herbert "Martwa natura z wędzidłem"

- Zbigniew Herbert "Barbarzyńca w ogrodzie"

- Zbigniew Herbert "Labirynt nad morzem"

 

 

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

The graduate knows and understands:

K_W02 key issues in painting and drawing. Key issues of painting and drawing 

such as: study of human figure, interior, still life and landscape, theme and concept

of a painting, means of expression, color and valor, light, modeling and space in a 

painting, composition, perception of color, valor and form, optical illusions. Key 

issues related to the creation of works in related specialties within the discipline. 

Techniques and technology of painting and drawing. Techniques and technology of

related specialties.

K_W04 principles of conducting analysis and evaluation of ancient and modern 

works of art; value and quality criteria applicable to ancient and modern art.

At least three of the six readings given in the course bibliography.

SKILLS

The graduate is able to:

KU_01 use their knowledge and their talent and artistic sensitivity in expressing 

and realizing original artistic concepts. Consciously and innovatively use classical 

and contemporary means of representation, emphasizing expression, expression 

and meaning of the work. Solve unusual and new artistic problems.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

The graduate is ready to:

K_K01 make a thorough self-assessment and criticism of his/her own actions and 

the actions of other artists and authors in the field of art and broadly understood 

culture; constructively criticize the artistic actions of others; critically formulate 

and express his/her own judgments on artistic, social and scientific issues within 

the scope of his/her own artistic work; inspire and organize the process of 

improving the workshop skills of others

K_K05 perform the role of an artist-painter. Accept responsibility for own artistic 

works and expressions. Ethical attitude of an artist towards the recipient of art and 

society. Observe the copyright law and take care of intellectual property of other 



authors.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 In order to implement the class you will need a studio; 8- 10 easels, 

8-10 cubbies, a model hired to pose for 1 to 3 months; props to 

accompany the model, stove, extension cords, chairs, disinfectant, 

sink, cleaning supplies, projector.

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Painting III

2/ Teacher dr hab. Antoni Biberstein-Starowieyski

3/ Assistants mgr Michał Szuszkiewicz

4/ Code M1 KK

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
lectureex. / 240

7/ Studies 
Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

8/ Course type K

9/ Didactic methods 

- studio exercises carried out in the studio: model, interior, still life

- conversation (discussion and didactic dialogue, corrections, 
reviews)

- realization of individual painting concepts agreed and discussed 
with the teacher. In consultation with the instructor, the student may 

work in his own studio and submit work for correction

- individual projects

- plein-air workshops and/or presentations accompanying study trips

or conducted via Internet platforms

- realization of the semester task on the topic given to the students

- conversational lecture with elements of discussion carried out by 

the teacher or an invited person on current artistic problems or 
presentation of the teacher's work, in the academy or online

- didactic dialogue through the google meet platform or by e-mail

- on-line review on the basis of files sent by a student with 
documentation of the current works

- preparation of an on-line exhibition

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites -commission passing of the first year as a painting major

12/ Final requirements 

- completion of a series of works on a given topic and their public 
presentation including an oral description of artistic assumptions,
- painting works resulting from independent experiences, reflections 
and decisions made by the student during the five-year studies.

13/ The form of passing - individual review of paintings, selection and presentation of works 



the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

for credit,

- evaluation of the artistic and technical level of the works,

- evaluation of the level of involvement in the program,

- evaluation of the level of public presentation,

- participation in semester and periodic reviews,

- submission of pdf or jpg files containing the photographic 

documentation of the painting works created as part of the 
assignment or individual project.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

- shaping of artistic consciousness enabling the realization of 
creative goals set for oneself,

- mastering and perfecting the painting technique based on the work 
of observation,

- shaping an individual language of artistic expression (especially in 

painting).

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

The selection of readings, films, and other source materials is made 
on an individual basis, depending on the area of interest, the issues 

raised during the review, and the teaching conversation.

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

„Andrzej Wróblewski nieznany” pod red. Jan Michalski, Zderzak, 

Kraków, 1993.
„Balthus, pod prąd. Rozmowy z Constanzem Constantinim”, Noir 
sur blanc.

„Teksty o sztuce” Giorgio de Chirico, Uniwersytet Warszawski, 
Warszawa, 2012.

„O obrazach i widzeniu. Antologia tekstów” Gottfried Boehm, 
Uniwersitas, Kraków 2014.
 Jarosław Modzelewski Wywiad rzeka- Wisła, rozmawiają Piotr 

Bazylko, Krzysztof Masiewicz  4000 Malarzy, 2013
Władysław Strzemiński, Teoria Widzenia, Muzeum Sztuki w Łodzi, 

Łódź 2016
David Hockney & Martin Gayford, Historia Obrazów, Dom 
Wydawniczy REBIS, Poznań 2017

 
 

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

Graduates know and understand:
K_W02 - key issues in painting. Key issues in painting including:subject and 
concept of painting, means of expression; color, light and space in painting, 
composition, seeing color and form, optical illusions. Key issues related to the 

creation of works in related specialties within the discipline. Techniques and 
technology of painting. Techniques and technologies of related specialties.
K_W04 - principles of conducting analysis and evaluation of works of ancient and 



modern art; value and quality criteria applicable to ancient and modern art.

K_W05 - basic reading concerning the studied major and art history, cultural 
theory, philosophy, aesthetics, media theory and other humanities and sciences 
related to art. Relationships between theoretical and practical aspects of studying.
K_W06 - Historical, cultural and social context of fine arts. Relation of plastic arts 
with other fields of contemporary life; reflection of fundamental dilemmas of 

contemporary civilization in plastic arts.
K_W07 - the main development tendencies in art, in the discipline of plastic arts 
and conservation with the special emphasis on painting; the context of own work 
in the perspective of art history, which allows to create artistic works with a high 
degree of originality, topicality and creative awareness.

K_W08 - problems concerning contemporary cultural life (film, theater, music, 
artistic events, plastic arts exhibitions) both in Poland and abroad, enabling to 
analyze and interpret works of art including paintings.
K_W10 - detailed rules concerning patterns of independence and freedom in 
creating artistic expression.

 

SKILLS

Graduates are able to:
K_U01 - use their knowledge and their talent and artistic sensitivity in expressing 
and realizing original artistic concepts. Use classical and modern means of 

representation consciously and innovatively, emphasizing expression, expression 
and message of the work. Solve unusual and new artistic problems.

K_U02 - take independent decisions connected with designing effects of artistic 
work in aesthetic, ethical, social and legal aspects. K_U02 - Use artistic technique 
properly in realization of his/her intentions in the areas of artistic activity that 

interest him/her. Perform artistic work responsibly and correctly in terms of 
technology.

K_U04 - while realizing own artistic concepts show the ability of critical selection 
of information sources. Build intellectual background for created work. Undertake 
artistic research.

K_U05 - approach in a responsible way to public presentation of own works and 
own artistic views, as well as works of other artists; communicate with the 

audience about own work and art issues.
K_U06 - make oral and written statements (also multimedia), appropriately 
structured and communicative, on the topics of both painting and broader issues in 

the field of art and related humanistic disciplines. To discuss in public on the topics
of art, as well as moderate a debate.

K_U09 - plan their own artistic development: to set artistic goals and revise them 
in stages: to acquire new knowledge, to learn new artistic solutions and 
technologies.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

Graduates are ready to:
K_K01 - make a thorough self-assessment and criticism of their own actions and 
the actions of other artists and authors in the field of art and widely understood 

culture; to make constructive criticism in relation to the artistic actions of others; to
critically formulate and express their own judgments on artistic, social and 
scientific issues within their own artistic work.
K_K02 - undertake artistic activities for the local community: perform social tasks 
in the broadly understood field of culture while maintaining openness and 
tolerance of other attitudes and needs.



K_K04 - adapt to changing conditions and expectations towards the artist-painter: 

think and act in an entrepreneurial way in art. To undertake own exhibition and 
publishing initiatives. Actively seek financial resources to achieve intended artistic 
goals.
K_K05 - act as an artist-painter. Accept responsibility for own artistic works and 
statements. Ethical attitude of an artist towards the recipient of art and society. 

Observe the copyright law and take care of intellectual property of other authors.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 - a spacious, well-lighted painting studio equipped in a way that 
allows for painting, i.e. easels, boards, stools, sink

- props enabling arrangement of model settings and still lifes,

- overhead projector, computer for the needs of studio students,

- Internet access, Google Meet messenger, access to Google Drive.

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Painting II

2/ Teacher prof. Wojciech Zubala

3/ Assistants dr hab. Marcin Chomicki

4/ Code M1 KK

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 240

7/ Studies 
Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

8/ Course type Painting

9/ Didactic methods 

In the winter semester of the academic year 2020/21 classes will be 

conducted according to the rules set out in paragraphs 2 and 3 of the 
Ordinance No. 37/2020 of the Rector of the Academy of Fine Arts in
Warsaw of September 30, 2020 and the detailed organization 
determined by the Dean of the Faculty of Painting.

At the moment, classes are conducted in direct contact with the 

instructor in a stationary form in studio 67 in the building of the 
Faculty of Painting of the Academy of Fine Arts and, due to 
epidemiological risks, in a remote form using distance learning 

methods and techniques (Google Meet, WhatsApp).
 

Teaching methods:

- workshop exercises (involving practical development and 
improvement of painting skills through the use of various techniques

and tools),

- studio exercises in the studio (based on the observation of nature 

using a model),

- creative exercises within painting (using student's own artistic 
concepts),

- individual projects (realized independently by the student after 
consultation with teachers, finished with a public show),

- conversation (dialogue and didactic discussion during individual 
and team meetings with students during the implementation of 
individual exercises and tasks).

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites - successful completion of the first-year painting course review,



- presentation of painting studio work and completed art projects.

12/ Final requirements 

- conscious use of the painting technique,

- independence and creativity in realizing own artistic concepts,

- the ability to verbally reflect on one's own work and its self-

evaluation.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

- presentation of paintings and completed artistic projects during 
semester reviews,

- active student participation in the teaching process - 30%

- reliability, creativity and involvement in the obligatory painting 
exercises and individual tasks - 40%

- artistic and technical level of the works - 30%

- grading scale according to the scoring scale obligatory at the 

Painting Department of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw.
 

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The curriculum of the Painting Studio II for 2nd - 5th year students 
is based on two stages.

The first relates to the basic issues of painting technique. It serves 
the continuation of the development of artistic culture through the 

experience of different painting techniques, means of artistic 
expression and elements of painting structure. These issues are 
brought closer through painting exercises based on the ability to 

observe nature in its broadest sense, and then its creative 
interpretation. This process takes place through such themes as 

character study, portrait, still life and landscape.

The second stage is based on individual work with the student 

depending on the degree of talent, workshop proficiency, as well as 
creative abilities. Further advanced artistic development of the 

student is realized through compositions and thematic tasks dealing 
with more complex issues, going beyond the framework of classical 
painting techniques. A large role is played here by the student's 

independence in determining the field of his artistic interests. 
Individual student projects are based on dialogue between the 

student and lecturer and serve to shape the creative personality, 
preparing for independent artistic work. To enrich the didactic 
process, besides the realization of the basic tasks resulting from the 

curriculum within the studio, the direct contact of the student with 
the phenomena and problems occurring not only in art but also in the
world outside art is necessary.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

-error-



16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

-error-

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

The student should achieve knowledge in: K-U01, K-U02, K-U04, K-U05, K-U06,
K-U09

- defining terms from the artistic discipline of painting,
- techniques, tools and materials of painting,
- recognize and evaluate historical and contemporary achievements in the field of 
painting,
- theoretical and practical, enabling students to critically reflect on their own 

artistic achievements.

SKILLS

The following directional learning outcomes are implemented in the training of the
subject Painting: K_W02, K_W05, K_W06, K_W07, K_W08, K_W10

- conscious use of tools and the art of painting,
- realisation of painting works based on observation, analysis and interpretation of 
nature,
- define the field of their own artistic interests, not only in the field of painting,

- creating and realizing intended artistic projects,
- verbal presentation of own artistic concepts,

- public presentation of works

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

The student should be able to: K_K01, K_K02, K_K04, K_K05
- take care of workshop and artistic quality of their work,

- self-discipline of work,
- openness to other artistic attitudes and world views,

- responsibility for the content of their works,
- communicate with the audience,
- self-evaluation of their own achievements.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 - a spacious studio, with good daylight and artificial lighting,

- technical equipment indispensable for conducting classes and 

performing painting tasks,

- materials and tools necessary for realization of exhibitions,

- a storeroom for storing the works being realized,

- sanitary facilities.

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Painting I

2/ Teacher prof. Tomasz Milanowski

3/ Assistants mgr Katarzyna Dyjewska

4/ Code M1 KK

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 240

7/ Studies 
Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

8/ Course type major

9/ Didactic methods 

- technological exercises deepening awareness of the painting 

technique, mainly based on formal experiments, supported by 
elements of lectures

- studio exercises based on working from nature (model, open air)

- analysis of works in the form of didactic discussion (individual and

group), supported by elements of lectures (direct or via on-line 
communication)

- exercises in developing the ability to theoretical reflection on own 
work

- creative exercises - individual project based on the task or own 
issue discussed with the teacher (directly or via on-line 

communication) - optional

- public presentation of works preceded by participation in the 
arrangement of the exhibition and development of accompanying 
materials, including multimedia (physical or on-line exhibition)

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 

- Passing the first year of studies

- In the case of a larger number of applicants in relation to the 
planned limit of places - assessment of the artistic qualities of the 

presented portfolio (in a face-to-face or on-line form) and a form of 
declaration of the intended method of studying in a semester 
conducted hybrid (stationary, consultations, on-line)

 

12/ Final requirements - Completion of a series of paintings (at least one from a given pose 
or an equivalent number of own works), presented during the review
(stationary or, in justified cases, on-line in the form of a multi-
page .pdf file)



- A public presentation including an oral description of the artistic 

assumptions during the semester review (stationary, in justified cases
on-line)
- Regular contact with the instructors during the semester (face-to-
face or on-line)

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

- individual review of paintings in order to get a credit (in person or 

online, if justified)
- evaluation: current, active participation in classes and involvement 
in the teaching process, the formal and theoretical quality of the 
resulting works, the ability to defend their own artistic position, 
regularity in contact with the instructor

- examination
- a grading scale according to the scoring system in force at the 
Painting Department of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

Course Description:
The painting curriculum serves the purpose of developing a creative 
attitude. By convention, it can be assumed that it consists of two 
mutually complementary parts. The first part, which can be called 

objective, is connected with the basic problems of painting. It is the 
observation of nature, the problem of transferring our perception of 

the surrounding reality into the language of painting. Determination 
of color, shaping the form, composition of individual elements, 
study of relations between them, the problem of light, color range, 

space, plans, painting technique. All these elements can be acquired 
by the student only through long-term, systematic work. 

The second part, which can be called subjective, is inseparably 
connected with the first, and consists in emphasizing the individual 
features of the student, what is personal and original in his work. 

New solutions are created as a result of previous painting experience
enriched by classes in drawing, structure studio, fabric, graphics, 

etc., as well as observation of the work of colleagues. The search for 
his own creative path is also influenced by life experiences, 
reflections, accelerated intellectual and artistic maturation, which 

takes place at the university. The reason for the creation of a painting
becomes important. While paying attention to the emergence of new 

original themes in student works, it should be remembered that they 
should be set in the categories mentioned in the first part, which 
should be the basis for new realizations.

Didactic objectives:

- realization of basic problems of painting construction and 
conscious improvement of painting technique
- searching for one's own, recognizable language of artistic 

expression, taking into consideration all the means of artistic 
creation available nowadays, defining the artist's attitude to the 
place, environment and reality in which he creates, especially to 
himself
- ability of theoretical reflection and public self-presentation of one's
own work



15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

-

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Wojciech Włodarczyk, Miejsce malarstwa, 2008
Artyści mówią – wywiady z mistrzami malarstwa, Rostikon Press, 
2011

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

- using definitions connected with basic problems of painting (defining color, 
shaping form, composition of individual elements, studying relations between 
them, the problem of light, color range, space, plans, painting technique) and in the

field of workshop (techniques, tools and materials)
- recognition, analysis and evaluation of historical and contemporary works in the 
field of painting
- using and critically applying the knowledge gained during the theoretical classes 
in the process of creating their own works

- ability to place one's own work in a cultural and social context (historical and 
contemporary), referring to it or rejecting it
- conscious striving for their own, recognizable language of artistic expression, 
which defines the artist's relation to the place, environment and reality in which he 

creates
- knowledge of current artistic events in the world and in the country

SKILLS

- conscious use of the painting technique with the use of all the means of artistic 
creation available nowadays
- independence of creative decision-making

- the ability to consciously donate a source of inspiration and build an intellectual 
background for their artistic projects

- the ability to theoretical reflection and public self-presentation of one's own work
- the ability to describe the main intellectual assumptions of his/her work and to 
use the vocabulary of formal image analysis during an exhibition or multimedia 

presentation
- skilful planning of work leading to intended artistic effects

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

- the ability to self-assess one's own work and critically formulate and express 

judgments on artistic topics
- openness and tolerance to other artistic attitudes and world views

- taking care of one's own artistic development
- participation in exhibitions or other forms of presentation of their works, ability 
to communicate with the audience

- responsibility for the content of their artistic expression, observance of copyright 
law

 

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 - model,
- still life elements,

- a studio with equipment which enables the organization of 
workstations 2m away from each other and which meets the 
requirement of 4m2/person in the studio
- access to the Internet, communicators (e.g. Google Meet), access to

Google Drive
- personal protective equipment specified in the requirements for the 



organization of r.a. 2020/21 (Ordinance No. 37/2020)

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Drawing IV

2/ Teacher dr hab. Paweł Bołtryk

3/ Assistants mgr Bartłomiej Kiełbowicz

4/ Code M2 KK

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
lectureex. / 180

7/ Studies 
Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

8/ Course type major

9/ Didactic methods 

1. Presentation of the theme of the year and problem lecture 

(stationary/online)
2. Lectures related to contemporary art; presentation of a video 
series (stationary/online)
3. Discussion of individual projects and concepts proposed by 

students (stationary/online)
4. Meetings with theoreticians and critics of art (stationary)

5. Creative exercises (stationary)
6. Analysis of drawings with discussion; discussing the choice of 
technique, medium, etc. (stationary/online)

7. Collective review of the works; discussion (stationary)

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
Successful completion of the first year of study at the Faculty of 

Painting

12/ Final requirements 
Prepare work for an exhibit related to the annual problem 

assignment.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Assessment method: credit for exercises and a semester paper with a
grade

Evaluation criteria:
- attendance and participation in classes
- amount of work and workload

- workshop quality of the works
- artistic quality of the works

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

Drawing Studio IV "Studio 55" is dedicated to students from the 
second to the fifth year. It provides the possibility of an obligatory 
annex to a diploma in painting within the subject: Forms of 

Contemporary Drawing and the Diploma in Painting.

The main task of the programme teaching is to help students shape 
their creative individuality while respecting different, often different 
from the tutors, artistic attitudes. In an effort to see and respect the 
individuality of students with a variety of temperaments, 

sensibilities, talents and intellectual interests, the studio program is 



designed to further their development. This program is based 

primarily on the completion of a problem-based annual assignment 
common to all years. In addition, for second-year students, there is a 
study of the figure from nature and its interpretation while respecting
the values of composition and workshop. In addition to addressing 
such basic issues as form, color, light, shape, and expression in 

discussions with students, it is very important to raise in more or less
casual conversations intellectual and philosophical problems, 
various concepts raised by artists and theoreticians such as 
interdisciplinary arts. The work with the student also includes 
individual projects and concepts proposed by the lecturer or 

students. To meet the important needs related to the development of 
creative individuality, the program also includes the organization of 
film presentations, lectures, joint meetings with experienced 
theoreticians and art critics. During the meetings, important 
international exhibitions, such as the Venice Biennale or the 

Documenta in Kassel, are also discussed. We have all experienced 
how important it is for a young artist to go beyond the walls of the 
studio with his or her work. That is why in the didactic programme 
special attention is paid to facilitating and emboldening the often 

daunted student to cross the Rubicon. This path, usually starts with 
shows in the university corridor, but should lead as soon as possible 

to various galleries and places of art presentation in the city.

Last academic year, in a text about an exhibition of works by 

students of the "Studio 55" drawing studio, connected with the 
"Parallels" subject (which, for some reason, was not realized), I 

wrote down, as it turned out, a prophetic sentence: "We are on the 
eve of new thinking - never seen before. A new paradigm is 
emerging in an instant, difficult to perceive. Are we able to notice 

it?" This "new paradigm" describing reality has appeared suddenly, 
embedding reality in the disturbing context of a pandemic. It 

somehow forces changes in the organization of our functioning in 
many areas of life. Obviously, these changes also include the 
organization of work of all higher education institutions. In the 

present conditions, in the current academic year, there is a need to 
construct a new order of didactic and artistic activities, also in my 

drawing studio "Studio 55". Classes and lectures will now take on a 
hybrid form - a mix of stationary and remote classes. I would like to 
emphasize with all my conviction that I perceive the current 

situation, forcing organizational changes, not as a regression, a 
retreat in development - but as a new opportunity and challenge. I 

recognize these difficult conditions as circumstances that are a 
transitional phase for the emergence of not so much a new, but a 
specific form of education. Let me take this opportunity to present 
some of my thoughts and observations concerning the spiritual 

condition of young art students. Solitude plays an important role in 
practising the profession of an artist. One might even say that 
preparation for this profession requires particular determination and 
patience. We know that the creative work of artists involves 



concentration and creating in a certain isolation. Of course, often 

artistic ideas are an opportunity for collective action. However, we 
usually depend on individual work. It should be clearly emphasized 
here that the development of the workshop of the artist-painter and 
his spirituality, intellect are an integral whole. It is a resultant of 
creative attitude to life and creativity. Creativity resulting from 

synchronization of individual and collective feeling of the spirit of 
the times in which we and the artist function. The price of this 
choice, this priceless freedom may sometimes be perceived by other 
people as too high. As too great a sacrifice. In fact it is quite the 
opposite. For many people creating - this is the only possible choice 

to be fulfilled in life.
I believe that the current difficulties and organizational changes in 
the functioning of our university may paradoxically become a 
catalyst for a breakthrough change in thinking about one's own work
and artistic didactics. Without undue exaggeration, I can say that the 

stationary consultations and remote forms of online communication 
planned for the current academic year are one of the best 
opportunities that a young art student can have experimentally. The 
studios at the Academy of Fine Arts in the form they have had so far 

have been a disturbing phenomenon. Not only recently - during the 
ongoing pandemic, but for about ten years now I have noticed a 

clear decrease in the number of students attending classes with a 
model. The current reduction in this form of work, and the reduction 
in face-to-face interpersonal contact, does not equate to a reduction 

in imagination. The multitude of electronic means of communication
and platforms for virtual social contact available to us is an excellent

tool for communication during programs and projects in studios at 
universities. Art is rich and fresh when it confronts and uses the 
potential of new possibilities, phenomena and realities. So we can 

see that now, in these unprecedented conditions, new horizons are 
opening for us. 

 On the basis of many years of observation and experience I state 
that the best effects and the greatest artistic achievements are 
achieved by those young adepts of art who do not limit their 

development to working from nature. As I mentioned at the 
beginning - studies from nature are not a priority for us. Students of 

our academy have already had many opportunities to work with a 
model at the high school stage, during entrance exams or 
obligatorily during the first year. Now they can face more difficult, 

more challenging passwords and problems. I suggest, therefore, 
going out into the wide waters of art and making attempts at artistic 

self-definition. Here the number of ways is probably unlimited. It 
seems that the contemporary art world is integrated with new 
technologies and media. For a long time now, creatively inspired by 
photography, press, film and the Internet, it has been tackling 

contemporary social, political and philosophical issues. Due to the 
fact that the painting image - as opposed to film, happening, 
performance or theater art - is in a way a frozen phase of movement, 
in our studio we try to creatively use this property - in the context of 



the most important problems of contemporary civilization.

https://www.instagram.com/studio.55_
 

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Teoria widzenia, Władysław Strzemiński, Wydawnictwo Literackie, 

1969
W. Kandyński, O duchowości w sztuce, Państwowa Galeria Sztuki, 
Łódź 1996
E.H.Gombrich, O Sztuce, Wydawnictwo Arkady 1997
Kobiety, sztuka i społeczeństwo, Whitney Chadwick, Rebis, 2017

Hubert Damisch, Okno w zółci kadmowej albo o tym, co kryje się 
pod spodem malarstwa, słowo/obraz/terytoria, Gdańsk 2006
 
 

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

 Jan Cybis, Notatki malarskie, Dzienniki, PIW, Warszawa, 1980
 Ernst Gombrich, Sztuka i złudzenie: o psychologii przedstawienia 
obrazowego, PIW, Warszawa, 1981

 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Fenomenologia percepcji
 Art in Theory 1900-2000, Art Now, Tashen

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

- knowledge of theory, tools and techniques of drawing and manual skills;
 - knowledge of the theory of drawing and the history of drawing which enables 

them to analyse and compare different attitudes, works of art and currents;
 - draw conclusions for their own work;
 - use defined means of artistic expression in drawing (composition, light, contrast,

static, dynamic, etc.);
 - understanding of the latest developments in the field of drawing and relating 

them to their own artistic activity in this field;
 - information about the possibilities of using different means of expression to 
recognize and use the appropriate drawing techniques to achieve the intended 

artistic effect (recognizing and comparing styles and modes of expression used by 
artists in different periods of art history and today);

 - ability to make independent judgments about art and its contemporary 
phenomena;
 - knowledge of issues helping to define theories, programs and artistic goals;

 - formulating, based on personal experience, a critical analysis of one's own 
artistic assumptions and creative work, based on personal experience;

 - knowledge of the availability and cost of art materials on the market at home and
abroad;
 - knowledge of the principles of professional formulation of one's own artistic 

assumptions in order to convince sponsors and obtain funds for their realization;
 - knowledge of the principles of work discipline;

 

SKILLS - correct application of the tools and elements of drawing technique in order to 

achieve the intended artistic effect;
 - proficient use of drawing based on careful observation of nature (anatomical 
study of a figure, head study, figure in motion, anatomical detail, still life study);



 - accurate interpretation of the artistic works of colleagues and well-known artists 

at home and abroad;
 - creative drawing of inspiration from the tradition of fine arts and the ability to 
implement their own artistic explorations, projects, programs and assumptions;
 - self-presentation and selection of own works for collective and individual 
exhibitions;

 - the ability to draw conclusions from personal achievements in creative work 
and verification of own views;
 - proper estimation of expenses necessary for realization of artistic work and costs
of its presentation;
 - appropriate analysis of specific problems in drawing and other fine arts.

 

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

in terms of:
- taking care of the workshop and of the artistic and technological quality of one's 
own work as the most important ethical foundation of an art student;
 - representing an attitude worthy of a conscious creator, responsibility for the 

communicated contents and giving his/her works individual features
 - self-discipline and self-assessment of their own achievements;
 - use their creative passion in the time devoted to their work;
 - uncompromisingly defend their creative intentions, to communicate the 

development of the artistic process and the development of the art;
 - the ability to communicate and engage in artistic discussion, to express one's 

own reasons and judgments;
 - sensitivity to the surrounding reality and its phenomena, particular sensitivity to 
humanistic values and an appropriate attitude in their everyday realization;

 - tolerance towards a different artistic message (for which it is necessary to be 
aware of the value of their own work);

 - taking part in a problem-based final year exhibition;
 

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 - models

- easels
- chest of drawers for storing works
- sinks

- model heating stoves (plus two extension cords)
- halogen lamps (tripod, extension cord)

- multimedia projector, computer with projection screen
- chairs
- liquid for disinfection (due to sanitary recommendations)

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Drawing VI

2/ Teacher dr hab. Michał Borys

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code M2 KK

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
lectureex. / 180

7/ Studies 

Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 

Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

8/ Course type major

9/ Didactic methods 

Studio exercises

- study of a model figure in space with still life elements; in the form

of drawing and composition sketches and studio works characterized

by inquisitive and in-depth observation,

 - study of other organic forms, plants, animals, etc. - (made outside 

the studio)

 Landscape - study from nature - (made outside the studio),

- study of geometric forms and open and closed spaces based on 

urban landscape, elements of architecture, interior - study of urban 

space - (performed outside the studio).

 Workshop exercises

- perfecting drawing techniques in practice and improving drawing 

skills by using a variety of techniques and tools; pencil, charcoal, 

marker, ink, paint, collage, digital media,

 - exploring unconventional techniques and developing ways to use 

them.

 Creative exercises

- additional tasks - set by the teacher, referring to the content or 

artistic problem.

 Individual projects

- own drawing projects.

 Presentation

- periodic reviews of students' works in the form of individual and 

group shows combined with discussion of the works.

 - online reviews - discussion of works on the basis of previously 

sent via e-mail reproductions of works in .jpg format - live with the 

use of Google Meet communicator or in the form of a return e-mail 

message.

 Didactic discussion

- didactic dialogue during exercises, discussing work at the stage of 

its implementation with the indication of problems and possibilities 

for their solution.

 - didactic discussion during individual and team periodical reviews 

of work (also with the use of available tools for remote work).

 



10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
A positive grade obtained at the end of the 3th semester in the course

"drawing"

12/ Final requirements 

- completion of studio drawings, thematic tasks and individual 

artistic projects in a semester cycle, in the amount of not less than 15

works in the format of at least 100x70cm, accompanied by a written 

or oral description of artistic assumptions (in the case of thematic 

tasks and own projects),

 - sending reproductions of completed drawing works in the form 

of .jpg files and in the form of a multipage .pdf file together with a 

description of each work (format, technique, year of creation) and a 

description of the artistic concept in the case of thematic tasks, in a 

quantity of no less than 15 works in a format of at least 100x70cm.

 

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Examination.

- Individual review of all the works made during the semester, 

including studio works, answers to the semester assignment, own 

drawing projects - a minimum of 15 drawing works in the format not

smaller than 100x70 cm.

 - A review of reproductions of the completed drawing works in the 

form of .jpg files and in the form of a multipage .pdf file together 

with a description of the individual works (format, technique, year 

of creation) and a description of the artistic concept in the case of 

thematic tasks - if it is necessary to conduct the examination 

remotely via the Google Meet platform.

 - Author's statement concerning the presented works in oral or 

written form (in case of remote examination, written statement is 

obligatory)

 

Evaluation criteria are as follows:

- systematic and active student participation in the didactic process 

confirmed by a specific number of drawing works - 25%

 - Creativity and involvement in obligatory studio and creative 

exercises (student's attitude) - 25%

 - Correctness of the composition of the drawing and correctness of 

the structure and anatomical structure (in the case of the character 

study) - 25%

 - artistic and technical level of the works - 25%

 

a grade determined according to the scoring scale obligatory at the 

Painting Department of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The basic principle of teaching is the individual approach to the 

student. As in any other specialization, so in drawing, it is 

impossible to set strict frames and determine rigidly the objectives 

and effects. It is individual predispositions and involvement in the 

student's work that decide whether a given goal will be achieved.

The training program can be roughly divided into two basic stages: I



- studio works performed on the basis of exercises from nature and 

II - creative works performed on the basis of topics given by the 

instructor and students' own artistic projects . The first stage is a 

continuation of the development of artistic culture through the 

experience of different drawing techniques, shaping the awareness 

of the choice of means of artistic expression and elements of image 

construction depending on the subject of work. The second stage is 

based on individual work with the student, in which the essential 

role is played by his independence in determining the field of 

creative interests. Depending on the level of talent, workshop 

proficiency, as well as creative abilities, further advanced artistic 

development of the student is realized through the proposed thematic

tasks and individual projects coming out of the student's initiative. It 

is also a time of searching for appropriate means of artistic 

expression, going beyond drawing techniques in the classical sense, 

and a time of deep reflection on one's own work. This stage prepares

the student for further independent artistic work.

In the second year, I assume the continuation of work based on the 

study of the figure from nature extended by getting to know and 

experimenting with different drawing techniques and studying how 

the applied technique influences the final reception of the work. It is 

a time for the student to explore his own abilities and to search for 

an individual language and original form of expression.

 

- The aim of the classes is to improve the skills of correct 

observation of the phenomena occurring in nature, including 

perfecting the skill of recognizing color in nature and transforming it

into a value form - black and white - and perfecting the awareness of

the importance of value in drawing,

 - perfecting the ability to compose a drawing with awareness of the 

influence of composition on its final reception,

 - perfecting and expanding their artistic skills, getting to know new 

means, techniques and tools, including expanding their drawing 

technique with digital media with the awareness of their influence on

the final artistic expression of the drawing,

 - realizing drawing works based on the observation of nature and its

creative interpretation,

 - consciously use drawing techniques to realize their own artistic 

projects,

 - finding own, recognizable language of artistic expression by 

artistic means,

 - shaping of the student's artistic personality in preparation for 

independent creative work.

 

The basic aim of the drawing course is to educate students who are 

able to work independently, i.e. create and discover new values by 

means of all available means and techniques, with which they are 

acquainted at the earlier stages of education, and who possess the 

ability of critical self-assessment. At the end of a four-year drawing 



course, a student should have all the necessary knowledge and an 

adequately developed artistic technique which enables him/her to 

freely and consciously create their own expression and shape their 

creative thought, whereas the ability to evaluate both others' and 

their own work, acquired during the studies, will be responsible for 

the further development of a young artist after leaving the academy.

I only outline a very general framework, because it is very difficult 

to set rigid guidelines for students who are at a very different level 

of maturity even within a single year of study. I believe that a very 

individual approach to each student is needed, with particular 

attention to their predispositions and artistic personality, both when 

assigning tasks and when evaluating their work.

Examples of topics of artistic tasks and projects:

- figure study - drawing study of a nude in various dynamic 

arrangements and spatial arrangements and study of anatomical 

detail,

 - thematic task - drawing compositions in response to a given 

slogan, in which issues concerning both content and form are 

addressed.

Expected result: a drawing or a series of drawings relating to the 

given topic. The topic of the task is given at the beginning of the 

semester and the realization of the task is planned for the whole 

semester and divided into stages: I- presentation of a concept for 

solving the task, II - composition sketches, III - realization of a 

drawing or a cycle of drawings on the basis of the earlier sketches, 

after acceptance of the projects by the instructor.

 - individual projects - student's proposed author's tasks carried out 

after consultation with the teacher.

 

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

- Terisio Pignati, Historia Rysunku od Altamiry do Picassa, 

Wydawnictwo Arkady, Warszawa 2006.

 - Wassilij Kandyński, O duchowości w sztuce, Państwowa Galeria 

Sztuki, Łódź 1996.

 - W. Kandyński, Punkt i linia a płaszczyzna, Państwowy Instytut 

Wydawniczy, Warszawa 1986.

 

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

- Zbigniew Herbert, Martwa natura z wędzidłem, Wydawnictwo 

Dolnośląskie, Wrocław 1993.

 

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

- knowledge of key issues connected with drawing (techniques, tools and 

materials);

 - knowledge of concepts connected with the subject of drawing - subject, concept, 

light, space, composition, value, point, line, spot, form, sign, matter, optical 

illusion;

 - knowledge and understanding of the historical, cultural and social context of the 



visual arts, allowing for a critical attitude towards the phenomena of both ancient 

and contemporary drawing and in relation to their own work;

 - knowledge of phenomena occurring in contemporary art;

 - knowledge of the relationship between fine arts and other areas of life and the 

awareness of the fundamental dilemmas of modern civilization reflected in them;

 - knowledge of issues related to the workshop and the history of drawing, which 

enables the student to analyze and compare different attitudes, works and trends, 

and to draw conclusions in order to use them in his/her own creative work;

 - knowledge of issues helping to define theories, programs and artistic goals;

 - formulate, based on personal experience, a critical analysis of one's own artistic 

assumptions and creative work;

 - knowledge of the availability and cost of art materials on the market at home and

abroad;

 - knowledge of the principles of discipline and hygiene at work;

 - familiarity with methods of realizing one's ideas in a cultural and social context, 

with attention to the highest quality of one's work and with reference to such 

values as beauty, truth and goodness;

 - knowledge of the relationship between fine arts and other areas of contemporary 

life and awareness of the fundamental dilemmas of modern civilization reflected in

them;

 - basic knowledge of the construction of an image on a plane (composition, 

contrast, light, space, rhythm, etc.) resulting from work on one's own technique - 

knowledge of reading: books, specialist magazines and internet portals devoted to 

contemporary art

 - knowledge of filmography concerning contemporary art, orientation to current 

exhibitions and the offer of prestigious Polish and foreign galleries;

 - ability to formulate independent judgements concerning art and its contemporary

phenomena;

 - knowledge of the historical context, development and evolution and the place of 

contemporary drawing as an autonomous form of artistic expression;

 - knowledge of at least one of the readings given in the course bibliography and 

the ability to analyze it and draw conclusions that contribute to the progress of 

drawing works;

 - knowledge of issues concerning contemporary cultural and artistic life to the 

extent necessary to analyze and interpret works of art, describe own work, 

verbalize own artistic assumptions;

 - knowledge of the specific principles of independence and freedom in creating 

artistic expression to the extent necessary for further independent artistic work;

 - ability to recognize the most interesting trends and current creative challenges, 

and to draw conclusions from the ongoing changes in the language and problems 

of contemporary art;

 - knowledge of the principles of ethics or copyright law necessary for the work, in 

order to create such a statement in which he/she will be ready to defend his/her 

views, opinions and artistic attitudes;

 - knowledge of basic reading concerning painting, drawing and art history, 

cultural theory, philosophy, aesthetics, media theory and other humanities and 

sciences related to art; knowledge of the relationship between theoretical and 

practical aspects of studying;

 - knowledge and understanding of the importance of the originality of an artistic 

attitude and the importance of the creative process leading to the achievement of 



an authentic, own drawing expression;

 

SKILLS

- make conscious use of drawing tools, techniques and their appropriate use in 

order to achieve the best final drawing effect

 - creative use of light and space on a plane in drawing based on observations from 

nature;

 - model solids with the use of chiaroscuro, create depth of space with the use of 

tone and line drawing, optical effects and perspective;

 - properly choose the format of the work, determine the proportions of forms and 

shapes and use different types of compositions;

 - use the artistic technique correctly in the realization of their own creative 

intentions;

 - use contemporary drawing techniques freely, e.g. collage, decollage; creatively 

combine drawing with photography, performance and installation;

 - use their knowledge and talent to express and realize original artistic concepts 

(analytical and thorough work with a model, spatial composition, problem tasks);

 - make independent artistic decisions and implement their own drawing intentions;

 - take creative risks and rationally analyze problems occurring during the 

realization of natural and problem tasks

 - recognize and analyze phenomena occurring in contemporary art;

 - verify their own views based on their own creative experience as well as the 

experience of previous generations;

 - communicate their ideas in a verbal argumentation while talking about their 

works;

 - use their own experiences and knowledge in formulating critical judgments 

about reality;

 - making conscious and independent decisions related to drawing creation (during 

classes in the studio as well as independent activities outside the university);

 - take up contemporary social, political and philosophical issues in their works;

 - publicly present their works and present their own artistic concept in a 

communicative way;

 - take independent decisions connected with their projects from artistic, aesthetic, 

ethical, social and legal aspects

 - take a responsible approach to the public presentation of their own works, artistic

views, as well as the works of other artists

 - communicate with the audience about their own work and about art issues;

 - participate in collective problem exhibitions, present individual exhibitions in 

the corridors of the academy and outside its walls;

 - use the newly acquired knowledge for continuous artistic development;

 - set new goals and to realize them systematically;

 - improve their skills throughout their lives;

 

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

in terms of:

- taking conscious care of the technical side of one's workshop and the quality of 

the materials used;

 - taking responsibility for the technological quality of his/her artistic works;

 - preparing an appropriate place for creative work

 - realizing their projects in the context of current artistic and social phenomena;

 - take responsibility for the content of their works;



 - self-assess their own achievements;

 - communicate with the audience;

 - public speaking with keeping the ethical attitude of an artist towards the 

recipient of art and the society

 - justify their own creative choices, to defend them in public;

 - work in a group of people with different world-views and character attitudes

 - public presentation of works at collective and individual exhibitions;

 - respect copyright and take care of the intellectual property of other authors;

 - self-evaluation of their own achievements;

 - setting new goals for themselves and realizing them in the form of artistic 

exhibitions;

 - realize exhibitions and constantly confront one's own creative development with 

public opinion, based on one's own experience, knowledge and artistic skills as 

well as on new challenges, solutions and technologies.

 

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

  - spacious studio, with good daylight and artificial lighting

 - technical equipment necessary for conducting classes and 

performing drawing tasks: easels, boards (different sizes), cubes, 

stools, podium for a model, props for arranging settings and still 

lifes

 - tools and materials necessary for the realization of exhibitions,

 - digital camera and computer for documentation and archiving of 

the students' and the studio's achievements,

 - computer, monitor, overhead projector - in order to realize the 

classes (including the reviews) in remote mode.

 - storeroom used for storing the realized and completed works,

 - facilities for the model,

 - sanitary facilities.

 

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Drawing II

2/ Teacher dr hab. Rafał Kowalski

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code M-2 KK

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 150

7/ Studies 

Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 

Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

8/ Course type major

9/ Didactic methods 

-Discussion lecture with elements of discussion

-Didactic dialogue

-Correction

-Workshop exercises

-Study exercises based on working with nature

-Creative exercises

-Individual project

-Team project

-Exercises: analysis of drawings with discussion, group work

-Depending on the situation: METHODS THAT WE USE ON-LINE

(conversation and correction via google meet platform, preparation 

of online exhibition, etc.)

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
-Commissionary completion of the first year of the painting degree 

program

12/ Final requirements 

-Creation of the author's set of drawing works being the effect of the 

studio exercises carried out during the classes and the realization of 

the series of works on the assigned topic or creative exercises made 

independently at home and their public presentation containing an 

oral description of the artistic assumptions during the corrections 

and reviews as well as during the final year exhibition

-Depending on the situation: the realization of a set of works on the 

basis of the assigned tasks and their public presentation including an 

oral description of the artistic assumptions during revisions and 

reviews as well as during the final exhibition of the year using 

remote communication means (using Google Meet platform)

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

-Assessment is subject to participation and involvement in classes, 

the number of works created, the artistic and technical quality of 

work

-The quality and quantity of completed creative and thematic tasks 

carried out independently at home and their submission within the 



specified deadline preceded by participation in individual 

corrections on assigned tasks

-Participation in periodic individual and group revisions and 

reviews, both interim and semester, during which the student makes 

a presentation of all drawing works (presentation of both completed 

works and those in progress)

-Selection and presentation of drawings for credit during an 

exhibition at the end of the academic year

-According to the situation: participation and involvement as well as 

quality and quantity of work presented during meetings, revisions, 

reviews or final year presentation via remote communication e.g. 

using Google Meet platorm

-Submission of a pdf file by the given deadline containing artistic 

answers to the tasks during revision, review or end-of-year 

presentation

-Binding grading scale in the Painting Department

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The drawing studio is a place where the student develops manual 

skills and gains artistic experience during classes. He/she enriches 

sensitivity, imagination and workshop proficiency by practicing 

observation of nature and realizing thematic tasks. In this way, the 

student learns independent thinking, making decisions in the 

difficult art of selection and drawing conclusions in the choice of 

technique, theme and formal development of his/her own drawing 

concept. The aim is to prepare the student for independent work in 

the broadly understood space of culture and art, and in particular to 

provide him/her with adequate technical, technological and 

intellectual resources necessary for the realization of his/her own 

drawing works and artistic visions. It will also enable the student to 

undertake complex projects based on the combination of formal 

perfection and independently developed, original concepts, to 

prepare exhibitions, but also the ability to work in a team during the 

realization of activities which, due to their social and moral context, 

require the student to maintain high standards, honesty and 

reliability of execution, conscientiousness, acting in accordance with

the work ethos, the binding legal and ethical order and responsibility

for artistic decisions taken.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

"Perspektywa malarska" t. I, II, K. Bartel, PWN, 1955

"Anatomia dla artystów", J. Barcsay, ZNIO, 1988

"Zasady rysunku realistycznego", R. Gill, Galaktyka, 1997

 

 

16/ Additional literature "Vitamin D. New Perspectives in drawing", Phaidon, 2016



recommended for the 
student's self learning 

"Trzy spotkania ze światem widzialnym", A. Ligocki, WP, 1967

 

 

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

graduate knows and understands:

-Principles of independent formulation of drawing concepts based on observation 

of nature and own creativity. Based on the ability to model solids using 

chiaroscuro, creating depth of space using valour and linear drawing. Using optical

effects and perspective. By proper definition of proportions of forms and their 

shapes and using different types of compositions. By the correct choice of format, 

media used and tools employed. These skills include using the above mentioned 

workshop methods with techniques such as charcoal and pencil drawing, ink 

lavage or frottage.

-Methods of realizing one's ideas in a cultural and social context, with attention to 

the highest quality of the work produced and with reference to such values as 

beauty, truth and goodness

-The need to broaden the scope of one's interests and knowledge through reading, 

and also, as a result of their conscious analysis and conclusions, to translate the 

experience gained into the field of one's own creative search

-What consists in combining one's own artistic experience with the phenomena 

occurring in the surrounding world, which, when analyzed and independently 

evaluated, influence the shape of the student's work so that it responds to current 

discourses that construct contemporary culture

-How to recognize the most interesting trends and current creative challenges and 

the need to participate, engage and draw conclusions from ongoing changes in the 

language and issues of contemporary art

-Principles of ethics or copyright law, which should be followed during the work, 

to be able to create such an expression, in which he/she will be ready to defend 

their own views, opinions and artistic attitudes

SKILLS graduate can:

-Make artistic decisions independently. Draw conclusions and systematize gained 

experience and knowledge of drawing methods, techniques and technologies so 

that they are an aid to work in the most appropriate form. Take creative risks and 

rationally analyze problems occurring during the realization of tasks from nature 

and exercises strengthening the means of expression, so that they are helpful in 

overcoming obstacles and as an artistic challenge become a source of new, original

solutions presenting the sensitivity and creativity of the student

-Predict and plan the course and consequences of the choice of means and methods

used in the work. Basing on the acquired knowledge of techniques and 

technologies of workshop and the highest quality of workmanship, make the right 

choice of artistic means so that they correspond to the assumptions of the concept 

undertaken and take into account the legal and ethical dimension of activities, 

often constituting a point of reference for the author during the preparation of a 

work of art

- Realise own creative intentions by preparing presentations of works and 

exhibitions in such a way as to independently and responsibly verbalise own views

and artistic assumptions and defend theses and attitudes presented by means of 



drawing statements in a convincing manner and with respect for the audience

-Expand one's interests and knowledge in a systematic way, in accordance with 

one's own needs and the projects undertaken, so as to benefit in a creative and 

innovative manner from the improvement of creative practice as well as 

professional development and the graduate's career

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

graduate is prepared to:

-Analyze and evaluate his/her own work on the basis of gained experience and 

knowledge in the field of drawing, art and broadly understood culture. On this 

basis they will form opinions and judgments on other works from history of art and

contemporary works of other artists, so as to justify their own creative choices, 

defend them and realize their projects in the context of current artistic phenomena.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 - well-lit workroom

- sink with personal hygiene utensils (soap, paper towels)

- easels 13 pieces (number depends on the epidemiological 

regulations)

- 4 pieces of chairs and 2 table tops 

- Plates B1 format 13 pieces

- Plates in format B0 4 pieces

- 13 units

- 13 stools or chairs

- dresser to store drawings 2 pieces

- platform for the model

- model

- props for settings with model and still life

- draperies

- 2 stoves for heating the model

- extender

- lamp on a tripod 

- multimedia projector 

- virucidal agents for disinfection

- disinfectant fluid 

- access to the Internet

- access to the Akademus system, Google Meet messenger and 

Google Drive

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Drawing I

2/ Teacher dr hab. Piotr Wachowski

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code M-2 KK

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
lectureex. / 150

7/ Studies 

Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 

Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

8/ Course type major

9/ Didactic methods 

Study classes

-study of a model figure

-study of a model figure complemented with any elements added by 

the student, completing the expression of the work

-study of interior study

Workshop exercises

-perfecting drawing techniques in practice and improving drawing 

skills by using various techniques and tools; pencil, charcoal, 

marker, ink, paint, collage, digital media,

-exploring unconventional techniques and developing ways to use 

them.

Creative exercises

-semester tasks - set by the teacher, referring to the content or artistic

problem.

Individual projects

-own drawing projects.

Presentation

-periodic reviews of students' works in the form of individual and 

group shows combined with discussion of the works.

-online reviews - discussion of works on the basis of previously sent 

via e-mail reproductions of works in .jpg format - live with the use 

of Google Meet communicator or in the form of a return e-mail 

message.

Didactic discussion

-didactic dialogue during exercises, discussing work at the stage of 

its implementation with the indication of problems and possibilities 

for their solution.

-didactic discussion during individual and team periodical reviews of

work (also with the use of available tools for remote work).

Lectures

-lecture in the form of presentation - video show.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
Successful completion of the committee review of the first-year 

painting course.



12/ Final requirements 

completion of studio drawings, thematic tasks and individual artistic 

projects in a semester cycle in the amount of at least 15 works in the 

format of at least 100x70cm,

sending reproductions of the completed drawing works in the form 

of .jpg files and in the form of a multipage .pdf file together with a 

description of each work (format, technique, year of creation) and a 

description of the artistic concept for thematic tasks, in a quantity of 

not less than 15 works in a format of at least 100x70cm.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Examination.

Individual review of all the works made during the semester, 

including studio works, answers to the semester assignment, own 

drawing projects - a minimum of 15 drawing works in the format not

smaller than 100x70 cm.

A review of reproductions of the completed drawing works in the 

form of .jpg files and in the form of a multipage .pdf file together 

with a description of the individual works (format, technique, year 

of creation) and a description of the artistic concept in the case of 

thematic tasks - if it is necessary to conduct the examination 

remotely via the Google Meet platform.

Author's statement concerning the presented works in oral or written

form (in case of remote examination, written statement is obligatory)

The evaluation criteria are as follows:

systematic and active student participation in the didactic process 

confirmed by a specific number of drawing works - 25%

Creativity and involvement in obligatory studio and creative 

exercises (student's attitude) - 25%

Correctness of the composition of the drawing and correctness of the

structure and anatomical structure (in the case of the character study)

- 25%

artistic and technical level of the works - 25%

 a grade determined according to the scoring scale obligatory at the 

Painting Department of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The basic principle of teaching is the individual approach to the 

student. As in any other specialization, so in drawing, it is 

impossible to set strict frames and determine rigidly the objectives 

and effects. It is individual predispositions and involvement in the 

student's work that decide whether a given goal will be achieved.

The training program can be roughly divided into two basic stages: I

- studio works performed on the basis of exercises from nature and 

II - creative works performed on the basis of topics given by the 

instructor and students' own artistic projects . The first stage is a 

continuation of the development of artistic culture through the 

experience of different drawing techniques, shaping the awareness 

of the choice of means of artistic expression and elements of image 

construction depending on the subject of work. The second stage is 

based on individual work with the student, in which the essential 



role is played by his independence in determining the field of 

creative interests. Depending on the level of talent, workshop 

proficiency, as well as creative abilities, further advanced artistic 

development of the student is realized through the proposed thematic

tasks and individual projects coming out of the student's initiative. It 

is also a time of searching for appropriate means of artistic 

expression, going beyond drawing techniques in the classical sense, 

and a time of deep reflection on one's own work. This stage prepares

the student for further independent artistic work.

In the second year, I assume the continuation of work based on the 

study of the figure from nature extended by getting to know and 

experimenting with different drawing techniques and studying how 

the applied technique influences the final reception of the work. It is 

a time for the student to explore his own abilities and to search for 

an individual language and original form of expression.

The aim of the classes is to improve the skills of correct observation 

of the phenomena occurring in nature, including perfecting the skill 

of recognizing color in nature and transforming it into a value form -

black and white - and perfecting the awareness of the importance of 

value in drawing,

perfecting the ability to compose a drawing with awareness of the 

influence of composition on its final reception,

perfecting and expanding their artistic skills, getting to know new 

means, techniques and tools, including expanding their drawing 

technique with digital media with the awareness of their influence on

the final artistic expression of the drawing,

realizing drawing works based on the observation of nature and its 

creative interpretation,

consciously use drawing techniques to realize their own artistic 

projects,

finding own, recognizable language of artistic expression by artistic 

means,

shaping of the student's artistic personality in preparation for 

independent creative work.

The basic aim of the drawing course is to educate students who are 

able to work independently, i.e. create and discover new values by 

means of all available means and techniques, with which they are 

acquainted at the earlier stages of education, and who possess the 

ability of critical self-assessment. At the end of a four-year drawing 

course, a student should have all the necessary knowledge and a 

well-developed artistic technique, which enables him/her to freely 

and consciously create their own expression and shape their creative 

thought, whereas the ability to evaluate others' as well as their own 

work, acquired during the studies, will be responsible for the further 

development of the young artist after leaving the academy.

 Because it is very difficult to set rigid criteria for students who are 

at a very different level of maturity even within one year of studies. I



believe that it is necessary to approach each student individually, 

taking into account their predispositions and artistic personality, both

when assigning tasks and when evaluating their work.

Examples of topics of artistic tasks and projects:

figure study - drawing study of a nude in various dynamic 

arrangements and spatial arrangements and study of anatomical 

detail,

thematic task - drawing compositions in response to a given slogan, 

in which issues concerning both content and form are addressed.

Expected result: a drawing or a series of drawings relating to the 

given topic. The topic of the task is given at the beginning of the 

semester and the realization of the task is planned for the whole 

semester and divided into stages: I- presentation of a concept for 

solving the task, II - composition sketches, III - realization of a 

drawing or a cycle of drawings on the basis of the earlier sketches, 

after acceptance of the projects by the instructor.

Individual projects - student's proposed author's tasks carried out 

after consultation with the teacher.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Terisio Pignati, Historia Rysunku od Altamiry do Picassa, 

Wydawnictwo Arkady, Warszawa 2006.

Wassilij Kandyński, O duchowości w sztuce, Państwowa Galeria 

Sztuki, Łódź 1996.

W. Kandyński, Punkt i linia a płaszczyzna, Państwowy Instytut 

Wydawniczy, Warszawa 1986.

D.Sylvester, Rozmowy z Francisem Baconem, Zysk i S-ka 

Wydawnictwo, poznań 1997.

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Z. Taranienko, Dialogi o sztuce, Państwowy Instytut Wydawniczy, 

ASP Warszawa 2004

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

graduates know and understand:

key issues in drawing - drawing techniques, tools and materials,

notions connected with the subject of drawing - the subject and the concept of 

drawing, light and space in drawing, composition, seeing the value (shades of 

grey), chiaroscuro, point, line, spot, form, sign, optical illusions,

historical, cultural and social context allowing the student to express his/her 

critical attitude towards both phenomena occurring in contemporary and past art as

well as towards his/her own work,

At least one of the readings given in the course bibliography. He is able to analyze 

it and draw conclusions from theoretical knowledge which

contribute to his/her progress in the development of drawing works,

problems concerning contemporary cultural life to the extent necessary to analyze 

and interpret works of art, describe own work, verbalize own artistic assumptions,

detailed rules concerning the patterns of independence and freedom in creating 

artistic expression to the extent necessary for further independent artistic work

SKILLS graduate can:



use drawing tools and techniques consciously, select tools for the best final 

drawing effect,

observe phenomena occurring in nature,

interpret phenomena occurring in nature in a creative way, including transposing 

color from nature into the form of a cylinder in a drawing

define signs creatively in relation to objects and phenomena in nature,

creatively define relations between signs in a drawing in relation to relations 

between objects or phenomena in nature

creatively express dawn in drawing, in relation to the impression of light in nature,

creatively express space in a drawing in relation to the impression of space in 

nature

recognize and analyze phenomena occurring in contemporary art,

verify their own views based on their own creative experience as well as on the 

experience of previous generations,

analyze their own works and verbalize their artistic assumptions,

independently realize their drawing plans,

present their works in public and present their artistic concept to the public in a 

communicative way,

learn new artistic solutions and technologies and use newly acquired knowledge 

for continuous artistic development

set new goals for themselves and pursue them systematically,

improve his/her skills throughout life.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

graduate is ready to:

consciously take care of the technical side of their work, take care of the quality of 

the materials used and properly prepare the workplace,

use their knowledge, sensitivity and talent in realization of artistic concepts in the 

field of drawing

self-discipline - conscious imposition of a rigorous work schedule,

openness to other artistic attitudes and world views,

working in a group of people with different world-views and characters,

to react sensitively to cultural phenomena occurring in the surrounding world,

take responsibility for the content of their works,

communicate with the audience,

self-evaluation of their own achievements,

continuous creative development, setting new goals and their implementation, 

based on new solutions and technologies.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 spacious studio, with good daylight and artificial lighting

technical equipment necessary for conducting classes and 

performing drawing tasks: easels, boards (different sizes), cubes, 

stools, podium for a model, props for arranging settings and still 

lifes

tools and materials necessary for the realization of exhibitions,

digital camera and computer for documentation and archiving of the 

students' and the studio's achievements,

computer, monitor, overhead projector - in order to realize the 

classes (including the reviews) in remote mode.

storeroom used for storing the realized and completed works,

facilities for the model,

sanitary facilities.



The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Drawing III

2/ Teacher dr hab. Igor Przybylski

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code M-2 KK

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
lectureex. / 180

7/ Studies 
Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

8/ Course type Drawing - K

9/ Didactic methods 

1. lecture, lecture with multimedia presentation

2. remote lecture (Google Meet)
3. didactic discussion, correction
4. didactic discussion, remote correction (Google Meet)
5. problem tasks

6. individual tasks
7. study exercises, home exercises (remote)

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites Passing the 3rd semester of study

12/ Final requirements 

Examination and Passing:

1. completion of three mandatory reviews per semester (remote or 
onsite).
2. completion of three works in response to semester assignments.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Presentation of the solution to the assignments at the semester 
review in the studio or remotely as a PDF file containing the 
solution to the semester assignments.

- evaluation of attendance at classes, consultations/ participation in 
remote classes, remote consultations 

- evaluation of the student's progress during the semester.
- evaluation of compliance of the solved tasks with the topic
- evaluation of the technical quality of the work performed.

- evaluation of the artistic quality of the work

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

Students of the second year of studies have already completed the 

initial drawing education in the first year, so they are prepared to 
work a little more independently, to be more creative. It is not only 
the technical skills that are important here, but above all the idea, the

thought that the student wants to convey, that he wants to share with 
the audience and convince them of his point of view. The 

assignments best combine these elements.

In the summer semester, the key role in the learning process will be 
played by tasks proposed by students, and depending on their level 

of difficulty and advancement, the number of tasks to be completed 



will be determined individually.

The 3rd Drawing Studio is intended to work in the widest possible 
range - from sketching to drawing studies from nature to tablet 
drawing or concrete poetry. Regardless of the working technique, the
key is to solve the task, which is to be an accurate answer to the 

problem posed.

Further plans include overseas educational trips, which have to be 
postponed due to the coronavirus outbreak. As far as possible, we 
will implement a program of visits to private galleries, meet with 

curators and artists, and organize external exhibitions. The studio 
will actively participate in the art world, which may benefit students'
knowledge of recent contemporary art history.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Amerykański hiperrealizm / Daniel Abadie 
Rysunek polski od Oświecenia do Młodej Polski / Jerzy Sienkiewicz

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Postmodernizm : Teksty polskich autorów / red. Maria Anna Potocka

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

Graduates will have knowledge of:
- knowledge of key issues related to drawing ( drawing techniques, tools and 
materials);

- knowledge of concepts connected with the subject of drawing - subject, concept, 
light, space, composition, value, point, line, spot, form, sign, matter, optical 

illusion;
- knowledge and understanding of the historical, cultural and social context of the 
visual arts, which enables them to express a critical attitude towards the 

phenomena of both ancient and contemporary drawing and towards their own 
work;

- knowledge of phenomena occurring in contemporary art;
- knowledge of the relationship between fine arts and other areas of life and the 
awareness of the fundamental dilemmas of modern civilization reflected in them;

- knowledge of issues related to the workshop and the history of drawing, which 
enables the student to analyze and compare different attitudes, works and trends, 

and to draw conclusions in order to use them in his/her own creative work;
- knowledge of issues helping to define theories, programs and artistic goals;
- to formulate, based on personal experience, a critical analysis of one's own 

artistic assumptions and creative work;
- knowledge of the availability and cost of art materials on the market at home and 

abroad
availability and costs of artistic materials on the market at home and abroad;
- knowledge of the principles of discipline and hygiene at work;
- familiarity with methods of realizing one's ideas in a cultural and social context, 

with attention to the highest quality of one's work and with reference to such 
values as beauty, truth and goodness;
- knowledge of the relationship between fine arts and other areas of contemporary 
life and awareness of the fundamental dilemmas of modern civilization reflected in



them;

- basic knowledge of the construction of an image on a plane (composition, 
contrast, light, space, rhythm, etc.) resulting from work on one's own technique - 
knowledge of reading: books, specialist magazines and internet portals devoted to 
contemporary art 
- knowledge of filmography concerning contemporary art, orientation to current 

exhibitions and the offer of prestigious Polish and foreign galleries;
- ability to formulate independent judgements concerning art and its contemporary 
phenomena;
- knowledge of the historical context, development and evolution and the place of 
contemporary drawing as an autonomous form of artistic expression;

- knowledge of at least one of the readings given in the course bibliography and the
ability to analyze it and draw conclusions that contribute to the progress of 
drawing works;
- knowledge of issues concerning contemporary cultural and artistic life to the 
extent necessary to analyze and interpret works of art, describe own work, 

verbalize own artistic assumptions;
- knowledge of the specific principles of independence and freedom in creating 
artistic expression to the extent necessary for further independent artistic work;
- recognizing the most interesting trends and current creative challenges and 

drawing conclusions from the ongoing changes in the language and problems of 
contemporary art;

- knowledge of the principles of ethics or copyright law necessary for the work, 
knowledge of the principles of ethics or copyright law necessary in the course of 
work, in order to create a statement in which he/she will be ready to defend his/her 

own views, opinions and artistic attitudes;
- knowledge of basic reading concerning painting, drawing and art history, theory 

of culture, philosophy, aesthetics, media theory and other humanities and sciences 
related to art; knowledge of relations between theoretical and practical aspects of 
studying;

- knowledge and understanding of the importance of the originality of an artistic 
attitude and the importance of the creative process leading to the achievement of 

an authentic, own drawing expression;

SKILLS Graduates will have the ability to:
- conscious use of tools, drawing techniques and their appropriate use in order to 

achieve the best final drawing effect;
- creative use of the problem of light and space on a plane in drawing on the basis 

of observations from nature
- model solids with the use of chiaroscuro, create depth of space with the use of 
tone and line drawing, optical effects and perspective;

- proper selection of work format, determining proportions of forms and shapes 
and using different types of compositions;

- use the artistic technique correctly in the realization of their own creative 
intentions; 
- use contemporary drawing techniques freely, e.g. collage, decollage; creatively 
combine drawing with photography, performance and installation;

- use their knowledge and talent to express and realize original artistic concepts 
(analytical and thorough work with a model, spatial composition, problem tasks);
- make independent artistic decisions and implement their own drawing intentions;



- take creative risks and rationally analyze problems occurring during the 

realization of natural and problem tasks 
- recognize and analyze phenomena occurring in contemporary art;
- verify their own views based on their own creative experience as well as the 
experience of previous generations;
- communicate their ideas in a verbal argumentation while talking about their 

works; 
- use their own experiences and knowledge in formulating critical judgments about
reality;
- making conscious and independent decisions related to drawing creation (during 
classes in the studio as well as independent activities outside the university);

- take up contemporary social, political and philosophical issues in their works;
- publicly present their works and present their own artistic concept in a 
communicative way;
- take independent decisions connected with their projects from artistic, aesthetic, 
ethical, social and legal aspects 

- take a responsible approach to the public presentation of their own works, artistic 
views, as well as the works of other artists 
- communicate with the audience about their own work and about art issues;
- participate in collective problem exhibitions, present individual exhibitions in the

corridors of the academy and outside its walls; 
- use the newly acquired knowledge for continuous artistic development;

- set new goals and to realize them systematically;
- improve their skills throughout their lives;

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

Graduates are competent in:

- conscious care of the technical side of their workbench and of the quality of the 
materials used

materials used;
- take responsibility for the technological quality of their artistic work 
- preparing an appropriate place for creative work

- realizing their projects in the context of current artistic and social phenomena
- take responsibility for the content of their works;

- self-assess their own achievements;
- communicate with the audience;
- public speaking while maintaining the ethical attitude of an artist towards the 

recipient of art
and society; 

- justify one's own creative choices and defend them in public;
- work in a group of people with different world-views and character attitudes
public presentation of works at collective and individual exhibitions;

- respect copyright law and take care of the intellectual property of other authors;
- self-evaluation of their own achievements;

- setting new goals and realizing them in the form of artistic exhibitions;
- realize exhibitions and to constantly confront one's own creative development 
with public opinion, based on one's own experience, knowledge and artistic skills 
as well as on new challenges, solutions and technologies.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 

 - Lighted studio, easels, cubbies, chairs, drapes, drawing boards, 
standing lamp, heater, sink, still life props, viral disinfectant, 
disposable gloves and masks, soap, paper towels;



studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

- Computer with high-speed internet connection required for remote 
work.

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Drawing V

2/ Teacher dr hab. Mikołaj Dziekański

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code M-2 KK

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
lectureex. / 150

7/ Studies 
Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

8/ Course type major

9/ Didactic methods 

1. problematic lecture
2. lecture with multimedia presentation
3. didactic discussion, didactic dialogue, correction
4. workshop exercises
5. studio exercises
6. creative exercises
7. individual projects
8. analysis of drawings with discussion
9. discussion using google meet platform

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites successful completion of two semesters of the course

12/ Final requirements 

1. minimum of 10 studio drawings in the format min. B1, or works 
from problem tasks completed in the studio, presented at a semester 
review
2. completion of 3 obligatory reviews during the semester
3. presentation of the semester assignment at the semester review

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

semester exam during final review
 
evaluation criteria:
- evaluation of participation in classes and consultations
- evaluation of the number of works
- evaluation of the workload
- evaluation of the technical quality of the works
- evaluation of the artistic quality of the works

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

Drawing for 2nd - 5th year students at the Faculty of Painting plays 
an important role in the education of a young artist. Apart from 
formal considerations, such as the fact that drawing is a compulsory 
subject at our Faculty and the education lasts four years with the 
possibility of continuing it during the diploma year and the 
possibility of realising an annex to the diploma as the main or 
additional specialisation, drawing is the basic and simplest tool of 
creative creation. Drawings on rocks, engraved in stones or fixed in 
clay vessels or objects of everyday use are the oldest witnesses of 



man's need for artistic expression. This primitiveness of drawing is 
its greatest advantage. Purity and simplicity of form. Asceticism of 
value eliminating all didaskalia. The message becomes simple and 
obvious. I would like to draw student's attention to those features. 
Regardless of whether he or she makes a quick sketch, a note or a 
large-format study, the effect achieved should be a synthesis of the 
problem solved.

 A student of the second year, after a thorough course in the 
"starting" studio (first year) should fully assimilate the basics of the 
composition of the drawing workshop and work from nature. Of 
course it depends on a student's will and needs what path of 
development he/she will choose. The second year is the time for 
reflection and perfecting the technical nuances, but it does not mean 
that the education should consist in exercising the hand and the eye. 
An artist who studies still life even for the whole life has to be 
explorative and creative. Each task he sets himself, regardless of 
whether it is a study of a model, a work in the open air or a record of
his imagination, should be a personal analytical creation. The 
learned "professionalism" will allow the artist to be a professional no
matter what tool he uses in the future - coal, brush, tablet or camera. 
Knowledge of the principles of composition, the construction of 
form using light and shadow, the principles of perspective, the 
operation of the line ... will allow you to avoid mediocrity and 
superficiality.

 The next years of studies are a period of searching for your own 
way of development. It is a time for experiments, rehearsals and 
public presentations during group exhibitions as well as individual 
shows of his work. This process is aimed at preparing the young art 
student to act outside the walls of the academy, to come into contact 
with critics and to mark his presence on the so-called art market, and
in consequence to become independent. Didactic dialogue plays a 
very important role in this process. Individual corrections and 
conversations in a group of fellow students combined with self-
presentation. Joint visits to exhibitions and discussions on 
contemporary art and the role of the artist in society. The role and 
forms of drawing in art, which is increasingly becoming an 
independent art form, freeing itself from the subservient role to 
painting.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

 
Maria Hussakowska Minimalizm, Instytut Historii Sztuki 
Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego, Kraków 2003.
Alicja Kępińska Żywioł i Mit, Wydawnictwo Literackie Kraków-
Wrocław

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Polska Awangarda Malarska. Bożena Kowalska wyd. PWN
Jurry Powrót Artysty. wyd. Zderzak Kraków 2010
Czapla Malarstwo. wyd. ASP Warszawa 2009



17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

GRADUATE KNOWS AND UNDERSTANDS:
1.key problems of drawing: composition, form, chiaroscuro, valence, selection of 
appropriate means of expression.
2. historical context, development and evolution and the place of contemporary 
drawing as an autonomous form of artistic expression
3. need for self-education and deepening knowledge of the importance of drawing 
in the context of art history and today through reading and following current 
artistic events.
4. importance of the originality of the artistic attitude. Understands the importance 
of the creative process leading to an authentic, own drawing expression.

SKILLS

GRADUATE CAN:
 
1. consciously and innovatively use classical and contemporary means of imagery.
 
2. use their knowledge and talent in order to express and realize original artistic 
concepts (analytical and thorough work with model, spatial composition, problem 
tasks)
 
3. make conscious and independent decisions related to drawing creation (during 
classes in the studio and independent activities outside the university).
 
4. make appropriate and conscious use of drawing techniques (works in pencil, 
charcoal, graphite, pastel, ink)
 
5. consciously use theoretical knowledge in order to build their own drawing 
creation and be aware of the responsibility for the created work in terms of moral, 
legal and aesthetic aspects.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

GRADUATE IS READY TO:
1. accept responsibility for one's own artistic works and public expressions both 
among colleagues in and outside the studio while maintaining the artist's ethical 
attitude toward the audience of the stucco and society.
2. make self-assessment and constructive criticism of their own work and the work
of other artists.
3. critically formulate and express their own thoughts in public debate on artistic, 
social and scientific issues related to their own work.
4. defend their own reasons and concepts of art during exhibitions and public 
appearances.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 a well-lit studio equipped with: easels, cubbies, stools, boards and a 
sink, setting materials, lamps, tools, etc.

model

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Optional specialization: Forms of contemporary drawing IV

2/ Teacher dr hab. Paweł Bołtryk

3/ Assistants mgr Bartłomiej Kiełbowicz

4/ Code M-9 KU

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
lectureex. / 180

7/ Studies 
Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

8/ Course type major

9/ Didactic methods 

1. presentation of the theme of the year and problem lecture 

(stationary/online)
2. lectures related to contemporary art; presentation of a video series 
(stationary/online)
3. discussion of individual projects and concepts proposed by 

students (stationary/online)
4. meetings with theoreticians and critics of art (stationary)

5. creative exercises (stationary)
6. analysis of drawings with discussion; discussing the choice of 
technique, medium, etc. (stationary/online)

7. collective review of the works; discussion (stationary)

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
Successful completion of the fourth year of studies at the Faculty of 

Painting

12/ Final requirements 
Prepare work for an exhibit related to the annual problem 

assignment.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Assessment method: credit for exercises and a semester assignment 
with a grade

Evaluation criteria:
- attendance and participation in classes
- amount of work and workload

- workshop quality of the works
- artistic quality of the works

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The subject MODELS OF CONTEMPORARY FIGURE (realized in
the 4th Drawing Studio 55) is dedicated to fourth and fifth year 
students who, based on their own reflections and experiences gained 

during their studies, wish to realize an independent, individual 
project connected with the obligatory appendix.

The student is expected to independently prepare a diploma as well 
as its public presentation in accordance with an individual exhibition
concept. Moreover, the student is obliged to make a verbal 
presentation of the diploma project and to defend it.

The primary task of program teaching is to help students develop 



their creative individualities while respecting different artistic 

attitudes, often different from those of the instructor. In an effort to 
see and respect the individualities of students with a variety of 
temperaments, sensibilities, talents, and intellectual interests, the 
studio program is designed to further their development. This 
program is based primarily on the completion of a problem-based 

annual assignment common to all years. In addition, for second-year 
students, there is a study of the figure from nature and its 
interpretation while respecting the values of composition and 
workshop. Apart from discussing such basic issues as form, color, 
light, shape, expression, it is very important to raise in more or less 

casual conversations intellectual and philosophical problems, 
various concepts raised by artists and theoreticians such as 
interdisciplinary arts. Work with students also includes individual 
projects and concepts proposed by the lecturer or students. To meet 
the important needs related to the development of creative 

individuality, the program also includes the organization of film 
presentations, lectures, joint meetings with experienced theoreticians
and art critics. During the meetings, important international 
exhibitions, such as the Venice Biennale or the Documenta in 

Kassel, are also discussed. We have all experienced how important it
is for a young artist to go beyond the walls of the studio with his or 

her work. That is why in the didactic programme special attention is 
paid to facilitating and emboldening the often daunted student to 
cross the Rubicon. This path, usually starts with shows in the 

university corridor, but should lead as soon as possible to various 
galleries and places of art presentation in the city.

Last academic year, in a text about an exhibition of works by 
students of the "Studio 55" drawing studio, connected with the 
"Parallels" subject (which, for some reason, was not realized), I 

wrote down, as it turned out, a prophetic sentence: "We are on the 
eve of new thinking - never seen before. A new paradigm is 

emerging in an instant, difficult to perceive. Are we able to notice 
it?" This "new paradigm" describing reality has appeared suddenly, 
embedding reality in the disturbing context of a pandemic. It 

somehow forces changes in the organization of our functioning in 
many areas of life. Obviously, these changes also include the 

organization of work of all higher education institutions. In the 
present conditions, in the current academic year, there is a need to 
construct a new order of didactic and artistic activities, also in my 

drawing studio "Studio 55". Classes and lectures will now take on a 
hybrid form - a mix of stationary and remote classes. I would like to 

emphasize with all my conviction that I perceive the current 
situation, forcing organizational changes, not as a regression, a 
retreat in development - but as a new opportunity and challenge. I 
recognize these difficult conditions as circumstances that are a 

transitional phase for the emergence of not so much a new, but a 
specific form of education. Let me take this opportunity to present 
some of my thoughts and observations concerning the spiritual 
condition of young art students. Solitude plays an important role in 



practising the profession of an artist. One might even say that 

preparation for this profession requires particular determination and 
patience. We know that the creative work of artists involves 
concentration and creating in a certain isolation. Of course, often 
artistic ideas are an opportunity for collective action. However, we 
usually depend on individual work. It should be clearly emphasized 

here that the development of the workshop of the artist-painter and 
his spirituality, intellect are an integral whole. It is a resultant of 
creative attitude to life and creativity. Creativity resulting from 
synchronization of individual and collective feeling of the spirit of 
the times in which we and the artist function. The price of this 

choice, this priceless freedom may sometimes be perceived by other 
people as too high. As too great a sacrifice. In fact it is quite the 
opposite. For many people who create, it is the only possible choice 
to be fulfilled in life.
I believe that the current difficulties and organizational changes in 

the functioning of our university may paradoxically become a 
catalyst for a breakthrough change in thinking about one's own work
and artistic didactics. Without undue exaggeration, I can say that the 
stationary consultations and remote forms of online communication 

planned for the current academic year are one of the best 
opportunities that a young art student can have experimentally. The 

studios at the Academy of Fine Arts in the form they have had so far 
have been a disturbing phenomenon. Not only recently - during the 
ongoing pandemic, but for about ten years now I have noticed a 

clear decrease in the number of students attending classes with a 
model. The current reduction in this form of work, and the reduction 

in face-to-face interpersonal contact, does not equate to a reduction 
in imagination. The multitude of electronic means of communication
and platforms for virtual social contact available to us is an excellent

tool for communication during programs and projects in studios at 
universities. Art is rich and fresh when it confronts and uses the 

potential of new possibilities, phenomena and realities. So we can 
see that now, in these unprecedented conditions, new horizons are 
opening for us. 

On the basis of many years of observation and experience I state that
the best effects and the greatest artistic achievements are achieved 

by those young adepts of art who do not limit their development to 
working from nature. As I mentioned at the beginning - studies from 
nature are not a priority for us. Students of our academy have 

already had many opportunities to work with a model at the high 
school stage, during entrance exams or obligatorily during the first 

year. Now they can face more difficult, more challenging passwords 
and problems. I suggest, therefore, going out into the wide waters of 
art and making attempts at artistic self-definition. Here the number 
of ways is probably unlimited. It seems that the contemporary art 

world is integrated with new technologies and media. For a long 
time now, creatively inspired by photography, press, film and the 
Internet, it has been tackling contemporary social, political and 
philosophical issues. Due to the fact that the painting image - as 



opposed to film, happening, performance or theater art - is in a way 

a frozen phase of movement, in our studio we try to creatively use 
this property - in the context of the most important problems of 
contemporary civilization.
https://www.instagram.com/studio.55_

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Kobiety, sztuka i społeczeństwo, Whitney Chadwick, Rebis, 2017

Słowa i rzeczy. Archeologia nauk humanistycznych, Michel 
Foucault, 2007
Teoria widzenia, Władysław Strzemiński, Wydawnictwo Literackie, 
1969
Oryginalność awangardy, Rosalind E. Krauss, słowo/obraz terytoria,

2012
Yve Alain Bois. Painting as Model, MIT Press, 1990
Art in Theory 1900-2000: An Anthology of Changing Ideas by, 
Charles Harrison&Paul Wood, 2014
 

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Powrót realnego: awangarda u schyłku XX wieku, Hal Foster, 
Universitas, 2012

Dzielenie postrzegalnego. Estetyka i polityka, Jacques Ranciere, 
Korporacja Ha!art, 2009

Historia szaleństwa w dobie klasycyzmu, Michel Foucault, PIW, 
1987

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

Apart from basic knowledge of the construction of an image on a plane 
(composition, contrast, light, space, rhythm, etc.) knowledge of appropriate means 
of expression resulting from work on one's own technique.

Knowledge of reading (books, specialist magazines and internet portals devoted to 
art)

Knowledge of filmography concerning contemporary art.
Familiarization with current exhibitions and the offer of prestigious Polish and 
foreign galleries.

Possession of intellectual competence in the formulation of independent judgments
concerning art and its contemporary phenomena.

SKILLS Free use of contemporary drawing techniques (e.g. collage, decollage).

Creatively combine drawing with photography, performance and installation. 
Proficiency in the use of their own technique acquired with experience in previous 

years' work.
Recognizing and developing their own creative sensitivity (in the context of 
contemporary issues).

Making attempts to define one's artistic self-consciousness.
To use own experience and knowledge in formulating critical judgments about 

reality.
Creative inspiration by photography, press, film, Internet.
Taking up in their works contemporary social, political and philosophical 
problems.

Communicating their ideas in the form of sketches and projects and verbally 
arguing while talking about them.
Creative use of contemporary media.



Conceptual approach to one's own work, creating self-presentation and one's own 

portfolio.Organizing solo exhibitions.
Co-participation in collective problem exhibitions.
Individual preparation of a diploma as well as its public presentation in accordance
with an individual exhibition concept.
Verbal presentation of artistic assumptions of the thesis and its defense.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

Awareness of the place of one's own work in the context of contemporary art 
trends.
The orientation to current social, political and cultural issues.
Knowledge of important phenomena in contemporary culture, society and 
civilization (e.g. LGBT, feminism, ecology, climate change, etc.).

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 - models
- easels
- chest of drawers for storing works

- sinks
- model heating stoves (plus two extension cords)
- halogen lamps (tripod, extension cord)
- multimedia projector, computer with projection screen

- chairs
- liquid for disinfection (due to sanitary recommendations)

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Obligatory specialization: Forms of contemporary drawing II

2/ Teacher dr hab. Rafał Kowalski

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code M-8 KU

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 120

7/ Studies 
Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

8/ Course type compulsory supplementary course

9/ Didactic methods 

-Conversational lecture with elements of discussion

-Didactic dialogue
-Correction
-Workshop exercises
-Creative exercises

-Individual project
-Exercises: analysis of drawings with discussion

 

-Depending on the situation: METHODS WE USE ON-LINE 

(conversation and correction via google meet platform, preparation 
of an online exhibition, etc.)

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 

-Passing the third year of studies in painting

-Presentation of the drawing achievements from the previous years 
of studies (not applicable to students previously enrolled in Studio 
II)

-Presentation of the initial assumptions of the work

12/ Final requirements 

-Creation of the author's set of drawing works being the effect of 
exercises carried out in class and the realization of the series of 
works on the assigned topic or creative exercises independently 

created and conceptually developed by the student and their public 
presentation including oral description of the artistic assumptions 

during the corrections and reviews as well as during the final 
exhibition
-Depending on the situation: the realization of a set of works on the 

basis of the assigned tasks and their public presentation including an 
oral description of the artistic assumptions during revisions and 
reviews as well as during the final year exhibition using remote 
communication means (using Google Meet platform)

13/ The form of passing -Assessment is subject to participation and involvement in classes, 



the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

the number of works created, the artistic and technical quality of 

work
-The quality and quantity of completed creative and thematic tasks 
carried out independently at home and their submission within the 
specified deadline preceded by participation in individual 
corrections on assigned tasks

-Participation in cyclic, individual and group revisions and reviews, 
both interim and semester, during which the student makes a 
presentation of all drawing works (presentation of works both 
completed and in progress)
-Selection and presentation of drawings for the purpose of a credit at

an exhibition at the end of the academic year
-Depending on the situation: participation and involvement as well 
as quality and quantity of work presented during meetings, revisions,
reviews or final year presentation via remote communication e.g. 
using Google Meet platorm

-Submission of a pdf file by the given deadline containing artistic 
answers to the tasks during revision, review or end-of-year 
presentation
-Applicable grading scale in the Painting Department

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

-error-

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

-error-

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

-error-

17/ Learning outcomes 

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 -error-

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Optional specialization: Forms of contemporary drawing I

2/ Teacher dr hab. Piotr Wachowski

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code M-9 KU

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
lectureex. / 180

7/ Studies 

Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 

Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

8/ Course type major

9/ Didactic methods Study exercises

- study of a model figure in space with still life elements; in the form

of drawing and composition sketches and studio works characterized

by inquisitive and in-depth observation,

 - study of other organic forms, plants, animals, etc. - (made outside 

the studio)

landscape - study from nature - (made outside the studio),

 - study of geometric forms and open and closed spaces based on 

urban landscape, elements of architecture, interior - study of urban 

space - (performed outside the studio).

 Workshop exercises

- perfecting drawing techniques in practice and improving drawing 

skills by using a variety of techniques and tools; pencil, charcoal, 

marker, ink, paint, collage, digital media,

 - exploring unconventional techniques and developing ways to use 

them.

 Creative exercises

- additional tasks - set by the teacher, referring to the content or 

artistic problem.

 Individual projects

- own drawing projects.

 Presentation

- periodic reviews of students' works in the form of individual and 

group shows combined with discussion of the works.

 - online reviews - discussion of works on the basis of previously 

sent via e-mail reproductions of works in .jpg format - live with the 

use of Google Meet communicator or in the form of a return e-mail 

message.

 Didactic discussion

- didactic dialogue during exercises, discussing work at the stage of 

its implementation with the indication of problems and possibilities 

for their solution.

 - didactic discussion during individual and team periodical reviews 

of work (also with the use of available tools for remote work).

 Lectures



- lecture in the form of presentation - video show.

 

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites Passing grade in all courses required in the Painting Department.

12/ Final requirements 

completion of studio drawings, thematic tasks and individual artistic 

projects in a semester cycle, in the amount of not less than 15 works 

in the format of at least 100x70cm, accompanied by a written or oral

description of artistic assumptions (in the case of thematic tasks and 

own projects),

sending reproductions of completed drawing works in the form 

of .jpg files and in the form of a multipage .pdf file together with a 

description of each work (format, technique, year of creation) and a 

description of the artistic concept in the case of thematic tasks, in a 

quantity of not less than 15 works in a format of at least 100x70cm.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Examination.

Individual review of all the works made during the semester, 

including studio works, answers to the semester assignment, own 

drawing projects - a minimum of 15 drawing works in the format not

smaller than 100x70 cm.

A review of reproductions of the completed drawing works in the 

form of .jpg files and in the form of a multipage .pdf file together 

with a description of the individual works (format, technique, year 

of creation) and a description of the artistic concept in the case of 

thematic tasks - if it is necessary to conduct the examination 

remotely via the Google Meet platform.

Author's statement concerning the presented works in oral or written

form (in case of remote examination, written statement is obligatory)

Evaluation criteria are as follows:

systematic and active student participation in the didactic process 

confirmed by a specific number of drawing works - 25%

Creativity and involvement in obligatory studio and creative 

exercises (student's attitude) - 25%

Correctness of the composition of the drawing and correctness of the

structure and anatomical structure (in the case of the character study)

- 25%

artistic and technical level of the works - 25%

a grade determined according to the scoring scale obligatory at the 

Painting Department of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The basic principle of teaching is the individual approach to the 

student. As in any other specialization, so in drawing, it is 

impossible to set strict frames and determine rigidly the objectives 

and effects. It is individual predispositions and involvement in the 

student's work that decide whether a given goal will be achieved.

The training program can be roughly divided into two basic stages: I

- studio works performed on the basis of exercises from nature and 

II - creative works performed on the basis of topics given by the 



instructor and students' own artistic projects . The first stage is a 

continuation of the development of artistic culture through the 

experience of different drawing techniques, shaping the awareness 

of the choice of means of artistic expression and elements of image 

construction depending on the subject of work. The second stage is 

based on individual work with the student, in which the essential 

role is played by his independence in determining the field of 

creative interests. Depending on the level of talent, workshop 

proficiency, as well as creative abilities, further advanced artistic 

development of the student is realized through the proposed thematic

tasks and individual projects coming out of the student's initiative. It 

is also a time of searching for appropriate means of artistic 

expression, going beyond drawing techniques in the classical sense, 

and a time of deep reflection on one's own work. This stage prepares

the student for further independent artistic work.

In the second year, I assume the continuation of work based on the 

study of the figure from nature extended by getting to know and 

experimenting with different drawing techniques and studying how 

the applied technique influences the final reception of the work. It is 

a time for the student to explore his own abilities and to search for 

an individual language and original form of expression.

The aim of the classes is to improve the skills of correct observation 

of the phenomena occurring in nature, including perfecting the skill 

of recognizing color in nature and transforming it into a value form -

black and white - and perfecting the awareness of the importance of 

value in drawing,

perfecting the ability to compose a drawing with awareness of the 

influence of composition on its final reception,

perfecting and expanding their artistic skills, getting to know new 

means, techniques and tools, including expanding their drawing 

technique to include digital media with the awareness of their 

influence on the final artistic expression of the drawing,

realizing drawing works based on the observation of nature and its 

creative interpretation,

consciously use drawing techniques to realize their own artistic 

projects,

finding own, recognizable language of artistic expression by artistic 

means,

shaping of the student's artistic personality in preparation for 

independent creative work.

The basic aim of the drawing course is to educate students who are 

able to work independently, i.e. create and discover new values by 

means of all available means and techniques, with which they are 

acquainted at the earlier stages of education, and who possess the 

ability of critical self-assessment. At the end of a four-year drawing 

course, a student should have all the necessary knowledge and an 

adequately developed artistic technique which enables him/her to 

freely and consciously create their own expression and shape their 



creative thought, whereas the ability to evaluate both others' and 

their own work, acquired during the studies, will be responsible for 

the further development of a young artist after leaving the academy.

I only outline a very general framework, because it is very difficult 

to set rigid guidelines for students who are at a very different level 

of maturity even within a single year of study. I believe that a very 

individual approach to each student is needed, with particular 

attention to their predispositions and artistic personality, both when 

assigning tasks and when evaluating their work.

Examples of topics of artistic tasks and projects:

figure study - drawing study of a nude in various dynamic 

arrangements and spatial arrangements and study of anatomical 

detail,

thematic task - drawing compositions in response to a given slogan, 

in which issues concerning both content and form are addressed.

Expected result: a drawing or a series of drawings relating to the 

given topic. The topic of the task is given at the beginning of the 

semester and the realization of the task is planned for the whole 

semester and divided into stages: I- presentation of a concept for 

solving the task, II - composition sketches, III - realization of a 

drawing or a cycle of drawings on the basis of the earlier sketches, 

after acceptance of the projects by the instructor.

Individual projects - student's proposed author's tasks carried out 

after consultation with the teacher.

 

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Terisio Pignati, Historia Rysunku od Altamiry do Picassa, 

Wydawnictwo Arkady, Warszawa 2006.

Wassilij Kandyński, O duchowości w sztuce, Państwowa Galeria 

Sztuki, Łódź 1996.

W. Kandyński, Punkt i linia a płaszczyzna, Państwowy Instytut 

Wydawniczy, Warszawa 1986.

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Zbigniew Herbert, Martwa natura z wędzidłem, Wydawnictwo 

Dolnośląskie, Wrocław 1993.

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

graduate knows and understands:

key issues in drawing - drawing techniques, tools and materials,

notions connected with the subject of drawing - the subject and the concept of 

drawing, light and space in drawing, composition, seeing the value (shades of 

grey), chiaroscuro, point, line, spot, form, sign, optical illusions,

historical, cultural and social context allowing the student to express his/her 

critical attitude towards both phenomena occurring in contemporary and past art as

well as towards his/her own work,

at least one of the readings given in the course bibliography. He is able to analyze 

it and draw conclusions from theoretical knowledge which



contribute to his/her progress in the development of drawing works,

problems concerning contemporary cultural life to the extent necessary to analyze 

and interpret works of art, describe own work, verbalize own artistic assumptions,

detailed rules concerning the patterns of independence and freedom in creating 

artistic expression to the extent necessary for further independent artistic work.

 

SKILLS

graduate can:

use drawing tools and techniques consciously, select tools for the best final 

drawing effect,

observe phenomena occurring in nature,

interpret phenomena occurring in nature in a creative way, including transposing 

color from nature into the form of a cylinder in a drawing

creatively define signs in relation to objects and phenomena in nature,

creatively define relations between signs in a drawing in relation to relations 

between objects or phenomena in nature

creatively express dawn in drawing, in relation to the impression of light in nature,

creatively express space in a drawing in relation to the impression of space in 

nature

recognize and analyze phenomena occurring in contemporary art,

verify their own views based on their own creative experience as well as on the 

experience of previous generations,

analyze their own works and verbalize their artistic assumptions,

independently realize their drawing plans,

present their works in public and present their artistic concept to the public in a 

communicative way,

learn new artistic solutions and technologies and use newly acquired knowledge 

for continuous artistic development

set new goals for themselves and pursue them systematically,

improve his/her skills throughout life.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

graduate is ready to:

consciously take care of the technical side of their work, take care of the quality of 

the materials used and properly prepare the workplace,

use their knowledge, sensitivity and talent in realization of artistic concepts in the 

field of drawing

self-discipline - conscious imposition of a rigorous work schedule,

openness to other artistic attitudes and world views,

working in a group of people with different world-views and characters,

react sensitively to cultural phenomena occurring in the surrounding world,

take responsibility for the content of their works,

communicate with the audience,

self-evaluation of their own achievements,

continuous creative development, setting new goals and their implementation, 

based on new solutions and technologies.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 spacious studio, with good daylight and artificial lighting

technical equipment necessary for conducting classes and 

performing drawing tasks: easels, boards (different sizes), cubes, 

stools, podium for a model, props for arranging settings and still 

lifes

tools and materials necessary for the realization of exhibitions,



digital camera and computer for documentation and archiving of the 

students' and the studio's achievements,

computer, monitor, overhead projector - in order to realize the 

classes (including the reviews) in remote mode.

storeroom used for storing the realized and completed works,

facilities for the model,

sanitary facilities.

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Knowledge about visual actions and structures

2/ Teacher dr hab. Jan Mioduszewski

3/ Assistants mgr Monika Kopczewska, dr Grzegorz Kozera

4/ Code M-5 KO

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 30

7/ Studies 

Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 

Qualifications Framework, painting - obligatory 

8/ Course type Compulsory

9/ Didactic methods 

Lecture with multimedia presentation

Online lecture on google-meet platform together with a multimedia 

presentation by sharing a screen (in case of an outbreak)

Creation and workshop exercises

Individual project in response to the problem posed in the exercise

Didactic discussion, correction, consultations

Online consultation on google-meet platform (in case of an 

aggravation of an epidemic)

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 

completed 2 semesters of Knowledge of Visual Actions and 

Structures or consent of the Dean of the Faculty of Painting for 

conditional entry into the 3rd semester

12/ Final requirements 

Completing all exercises in semester 3, i.e. Rhythm (6 works), 

Accents (6 works), Space on a plane (8 works)

Participation in a group discussion of the effects of work in the 

semester

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Submission of completed exercises Rhythm, Accents and Space on a

plane by Friday 22.01.2021.

The works are collected in room 59 at the Faculty of Painting from 

11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Please note: if epidemiological indications force us to switch to 

remote teaching then it will be obligatory to submit the works in 

a .pdf file to the indicated e-mail addresses

Participation in classes per semester is a requirement for graduation. 



Students are allowed two unexcused absences.

Timely submission (or submission-in the case of an exacerbated 

outbreak) of work is another requirement for credit.

Evaluation criteria:

Activity and involvement during the semester's work

Evaluation of the originality of the answer to the problem posed in 

the exercises

Evaluation of workmanship and artistic expression of the students' 

realizations

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

Exercise Rhythm - rhythmic repetition, different kinds of rhythm - 

lecture:

1. Learning the general characteristics of the phenomenon of rhythm

in the context of different scientific disciplines.

2. Learning about rhythm as an ordering factor in works of art from 

prehistory to 19th century.

3. Learning about rhythm as an independent means of expression in 

XXth century art.

- Rhythmic repetition, different types of visual rhythm - exercise:

"Rhythm as an element of picture construction":

- simple and complex rhythms,

- monotonous runs,

- counterpoint rhythm,

- assembling of many rhythms and multiplications.

Exercise ACENTS. Accent and dominant in a visual piece - a 

lecture:

1. Learn about the general characteristics of accents and dominants 

in the context of different academic disciplines.

2. Get to know the ways of accenting and different dominants in 

works of art from the ancient times till nowadays.

3. Learn about the influence of accents and dominants on the way a 

viewer views an image/advertisement.

- Accent and Dominant in a Visual Work - Exercise:

1. Accents and dominants as factors in building a visual hierarchy of 

elements in an image.

2. Use of accenting visual elements by changing position, changing 

color, changing shape, changing thickness, and changing size.

3. Introduce a dominant into a work as a figure, set of elements, 

color, or background.

- Ways of representing space on a plane - lecture:

Exercise Space on a plane.

1. Getting to know the issue of space in the context of different 

scientific disciplines.

2. Learning about the ways of representing space on a plane in art 

works from ancient times till 20th c.



- Ways of representing space on a plane - exercise:

Application and analysis of space-forming factors:

- overlapping of elements,

- graduation of elements size,

- transparency,

- chiaroscuro modelling,

- cast shadow,

- gradations of color saturation,

- gradation of color saturation,

- contrasting warm and cold colors,

- systems of perspective: convergent, isometric and aerial.

- construction of a spatial system (installation, surroundings, spatial 

arrangement) - lecture on three-dimensional space.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

E. H. Gombrich, Sztuka i złudzenie, Warszawa 1981

Leblanc Yves, Rysunek w perspektywie, Arkady

Jose M. Parramon, Perspektywa w rysunku i malarstwie, 

Wydawnictwa Szkolne i Pedagogiczne, 1993

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

R. Arnheim, Sztuka i percepcja wzrokowa, Warszawa 1978.

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

1. Knows the subject matter of visual structures. Knows the principles of painting 

construction.

2. Knows the technology of painting on paper and mixed techniques: collage, 

material collage, relief.

3. Knows detailed rules of elements organization in a picture: rhythmicity and 

rhythmization of elements, types of accents, rules of building illusion of space. 4. 

knows rules of building rhythmicity in a picture.

4. Knows the principles of building rhythms, accents and representation of space in

ancient and modern works of painting.

5. Knows the readings given in the bibliography of the subject Knowledge of 

actions and visual structures and is able to apply the knowledge gained from these 

readings in practice

6. Knows the principles of originality.

SKILLS

1. Can create independently and in his own style, can create original works with 

strong expression.

2. Can create independently, experiments and searches, at the same time 

understanding the social context of the work, respecting the audience, not violating

social norms unless for the purpose of transgression.

3. Is able to use mixed techniques: photographic collage, self-collage, material 

collage, assemblage, subprint techniques in painting, material and color relief, 

mixed painting techniques, mixed painting and drawing techniques.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

1. Is ready to make a thorough self-assessment and critique of his/her own painting

efforts related to rhythm, emphasis, and representation of space on a plane.

2. Is ready to discuss the work of classmates. Is ready/ready to form critical 

opinions about art and paintings. Is ready to

3. Is ready to transfer the acquired knowledge and skills and to teach others in 



workshops or actions popularizing art

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 The studio is equipped with tables for artistic works on paper, 

chairs, shelves and drawers for storing student's works

Due to the Rector's decree of 4 m2 per student, two rooms were 

adapted for work

Visual Actions and Structures Laboratory, a 17-person student group 

is divided into two groups of 8 and 9 people, each student has a 

separate table.

A studio with technical equipment for modeling, installation, 

carpentry and assembly works The studio is equipped with technical 

facilities for modeling, installation, carpentry and assembly works 

(tools and work stations) as well as for theory teaching (multimedia 

projector).

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Image construction elements

2/ Teacher prof. Wiesław Łuczaj

3/ Assistants dr Grzegorz Kozera

4/ Code M-3 KK

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
lectureex. / 30

7/ Studies 
Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, painting - obligatory 

8/ Course type Compulsory

9/ Didactic methods 

1. Problem-based lectures

2. Slide shows with commentary on composition knowledge

3. Exercises

4. Workshop exercises/ mastering various art technologies

5. Dialogue and didactic discussion (during the realization of 
exercises and during the summary of achievements of the entire 

student group at the end of the semester)

6. Team projects (realisation and setting up of the final exhibition in 
the Studio and realisation of exhibitions of selected, outstanding 
students at the Academy and outside it in galleries, during open-air 

workshops and symposia)

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
Passed 2-year (4 semesters) course in Knowledge of Visual Actions 

and Structures

12/ Final requirements 

1. Submission of artwork in response to exercises in the program for 

semester review.

2. Commission presentation of artwork as part of the final year 

exhibition in the Painting Department.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Form of assessment: Examination with assessment
 

A credit on the basis of the submitted artistic works which are the 

response to exercises set during the semester
 

Obligatory participation in reviews during the semester

 



Evaluation Criteria:
- Evaluation of accuracy and individuality of the answer to the 
problem

- Evaluation of difficulty and complication of the realization 

undertaken

- Evaluation of beauty, quality of execution and expression

- Evaluation of regularity of participation in lectures and classes

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

a) Sign and its meaning. The problem of changing of the visual sign 
meaning depending on the context - lecture

1. Concept of sign.

2. Related terms: symbol, allegory, attribute, personification.

3. Sign language: road signs, flag language, sign language, alphabet, 
information systems.

4. Cultural signs.

5. Communication by sign - intellectual communication.

6. Semiotics, the science that deals with the study of signs.

7. The artist and his ability to manipulate the meaning of a sign to 
produce new content.

8. The influence of visual context on the meaning of a sign.
 

(b) The sign and its meaning. Problem of changing the meaning of 
the visual sign depending on the context - exercise

1. Practical application of knowledge introduced in lecture (series of 

works on plane or spatial works).
 

c) Mood, change of mood - lecture.

2. Communication with the viewer through the commonality of 
emotions, transmission of mood.

3. Self-analysis of the artist's moods, examination of own mental 

states.

4. Elements of form as mood carriers: color combinations, material, 



texture.

5. Creating moods in fine arts.

6. Romanticism and landscape moods.

d) Mood, mood change - exercise:

1. Practical application of the knowledge introduced in the lecture 
( series of works on a plane or spatial works).

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

-error-

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

-error-

17/ Learning outcomes 

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 Studio with technical equipment for painting and drawing in small 
format, modeling, installation, simple carpentry and assembly 

works, and theoretical knowledge transfer (equipped with a 
multimedia projector).

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Technology and techniques of painting

2/ Teacher prof. Marzanna Wróblewska

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code M-4 NK

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 60

7/ Studies 
Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, painting - obligatory 

8/ Course type Compulsory

9/ Didactic methods 

- Lectures.

- Workshop exercises.

- Corrections.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
Successful completion of the previous three semesters of Easel 
Painting Technology.

12/ Final requirements 

1. Making exercises (after approval of projects):
- Casein tempera technique on casein ground

- Oil technique with saponified wax on a semi-fat glue base with 
imprimatur
- Oil and resin glazing technique with tempera overlay on one and a 

half fluid adhesive base
2. Acquiring knowledge of the lectures on:

- Saponified wax technique
- Oil technique with saponified wax
- Oil-resin technique on a tempera primer

Moreover, independent preparation of groundwork for exercises in 

the home painting studio
 

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

The final grade consists of:

- Evaluation of painting works executed in specific techniques in 
accordance with the current program and observing the workshop 
rules (70%)

- Oral exam on the knowledge of grounds, mortars, binders, painting
materials, pigments and easel painting techniques (30%)

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

After four semesters in the studio of Technology and Techniques of 
easel painting, the student of the Faculty of Painting possesses 
professional knowledge of ground pictures, painting materials, 
binders and pigments. He knows the basic rules of durability of a 

painting, easel painting techniques and has the ability to adjust the 



technique to his predispositions and creative temperament with the 

awareness of the influence of technique on the artistic expression 
and the final shape of the work of art.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

- Bohuslav Slansky, Technika Malarstwa - Materiały do malarstwa i 
konserwacji, tom I, Arkady, Warszawa, 1960.

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

- Maria Rzepińska, Historia koloru w dziejach malarstwa 
europejskiego, Arkady, Warszawa, 2009.

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

- Knowledge of painting sub-images, resins, thinners, binders and pigments.
- Knowledge of the differences in quality of painting materials on the market.
- Knowledge about dangers resulting from irregularities and workshop mistakes.
- Knowledge about correct technological structure of an easel painting.
- Knowledge about easel painting techniques and possibilities of using them in 

contemporary painting.

SKILLS

- Ability to operate a tool according to its intended use

- Skill in preparing canvas and hard ground-cover inks
- Skill in preparing mortars, varnishes and adhesives

- Skill in matching the type of support and base material to the chosen painting 
technique
- Ability to use a paint palette in accordance with the division of pigments into 

groups, differences in intensity and covering power

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

- Professional approach to painting workshop 

- Following the rules and logic of image construction
- Discipline and workshop care 
- Respect for the painting matter

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 - Studio enabling the creation of separate workstations for a whole 
group of students (up to 17 people)
- Good lighting, necessary due to the precision of the exercises (at 

different times of the day)
- Access to water

- Access to an electric stove
- Grid room
- Provision of materials and tools necessary for the performance of 

exercises in particular painting techniques included in the program
- Possibility of digital recording of the results of workshop exercises 

and archiving the most interesting student works

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Optional specialization: Technology and techniques of wall painting

2/ Teacher dr hab. Łukasz Majcherowicz

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code M - 9 KU

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
lectureex. / 60

7/ Studies 

Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 

Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

8/ Course type U

9/ Didactic methods 

- Presentation of student work done in the second year of study and 

sketchbooks.

- Discussion of the topic of exercises.

- Making conceptual sketches.

- Performing an individual project (preparation and realization of the

author's project).

- Problem-based lectures (course and monographic) concerning 

techniques, composition, technology, history of wall painting and 

profiles of its great artists.

- Conservation lecture.

- Lecture with multimedia presentation.

- Corrections.

- Didactic discussions on the effects of work.

- Workshop exercises.

- Conceptual exercises.

- Analysis of realized works combined with discussion.

- Analysis of monumental painting artists' works combined with 

discussion on google meet platform.

- Presentation of projects and realizations of great masters. (on 

google meet platform)

- Presentations of projects and realizations of the lecturer with 

discussion. (on the google meet platform)

- Presentations of student projects and realizations with discussion 

using google meet platform.

- Lectures and meetings organized with the help of google meet 

platform.

- Virtual tours of polychrome architecture monuments and museums.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites - Passing two semesters of the first year of study.

12/ Final requirements - Completion of conceptual sketches, designs, cartons, and wall or 

portable work according to approved design.

- Presentations of completed work at mid-semester and as part of 

semester review.



- Presentations of work at mid-semester and as part of the final year 

exhibition in the Painting Department.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

- Passing grade - individual review of completed works (concept 

sketches, designs, 1:1 scale cartons, 1:1 scale working cartons, wall 

realization or on a portable background).

- A graded exam on theoretical knowledge of techniques and 

technology, materials, pigments and mortar setting.

- Participation in class, engagement, artistic level of work and 

precision of execution are assessed.

- The level and nature of public presentation of the work is 

evaluated.

- Provide the instructor with a PDF file containing documentation of 

sketches, designs, cartons, and artwork completed during the 

semester by the specified due date.

- The grading scale is determined by the current scoring scale in the 

Painting Department.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The curriculum is based on the centuries-old tradition of 

monumental painting. It includes knowledge of technology and 

techniques (sgraffito, mosaic, buon fresco, fresco secco, lime 

technique, lime-casein technique, egg tempera, glue technique, 

silicate technique and painting techniques with synthetic binders). 

Knowledge of materials, tools, types of mortar and their coloring is 

imparted.

The student learns a craft that requires patience, discipline, pietism, 

and diligent planning. He or she solves problems of monumental 

scale, decorativeness, surface structure, ornamentation and the 

connection of the painting with architecture. Sometimes wall 

polychromies are made outside the walls of the studio.

During the classes knowledge and skills such as:

- Searching for concepts and artistic inspirations.

- Substantive preparation to author's work.

- Creating a project in an appropriate scale.

- Transferring the project on the canvas.

- Creating a color cardboard and a working card in 1:1 scale.

- Historical and classical architectural details.

- Classical division of facades, walls, ceilings and vaults.

- Preparation of subpainting and making of mortars and plasters.

- Types of lime mortars and fillers.

- Material and color tests.

- Ways of working out the face of plastering.

- Traditional fresco range.

- Modern fresco range.

- Pigments resistant to alkaline action of lime.

- Creating monumental composition.

- Issues of linear and aerial perspective.

- Workshop exercises in buon fresco and fresco secco techniques.

- Developing workshop skills.

- Knowledge of pigments proper for different techniques.

- Creating works based on observation of architectural forms.



- Learning about the construction of walls and masonry (rustication, 

rustication, types of brick bond threads).

- Traditional fresco color palette in different historical periods.

- Learning about composing wall polychromies through the ages.

- Illusionistic painting.

- Portrait and self-portrait in architectural framework.

- Realization of works based on observation of nature forms and 

architecture on the theme "Man, light, space".

- Learning about classical forms of architecture and architectural 

details.

- Selected issues of ancient art.

- Pompeian painting.

- Frescoes from Faras and Byzantine and Ruthenian art in wall 

painting - selected issues.

- Romanesque and Gothic polychromies - selected topics.

- Polychromies of medieval Catalonia.

- Primitive Italian art in wall polychromy.

- Wall paintings of 16th-century Moldavia.

- Renaissance and Mannerism in wall painting on selected examples.

- Illusionistic painting of the Baroque - selected examples.

- Learning about main tendencies in decorative art of Rococo.

- Neoclassicism and historicism in wall painting - selected examples.

- Basic knowledge about interior design.

- Ability to create works of high aesthetic value.

- Creating a real fresco (buon fresco) with dimensions of about 2 m² 

- 4 m².

- Creating a dry fresco (fresco secco) between 2 m² and 4 m².

- Development of sketches and designs in drawing and watercolor.

- Making color cartoons in watercolor to scale.

- Making working cartons in scale 1:1.

- Documentation of completed works.

- Conscious choice of materials, techniques and artistic means.

- Ability to use combined and mixed techniques.

- Formulating thoughts about the creative process and its aims and 

objectives.

- Skilful speaking and expressing of the content of mural works in 

oral and written form.

- Functions of wall painting in the history of art and culture.

- Acquiring knowledge which enables them to recognize styles and 

epochs in architecture and its polychromes.

- Recognizing the techniques in which the works were made.

- Knowledge about materials and tools.

- Knowledge about health and safety rules at work.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

"Słownik terminologiczny sztuk pięknych", PWN, W-wa 1969.

Władysław Ślesiński "Techniki malarskie: spoiwa mineralne", 

Arkady, W-wa 1983.

Władysław Ślesiński "Techniki malarskie: spoiwa organiczne", 

Arkady, W-wa 1984.

Jan Hopliński "Farby i spoiwa malarskie", Ossolineum, Wrocław - 



Kraków 1959.

Cennino Cennini "Rzecz o malarstwie", Ossolineum, Wrocław 1955.

Maria Rzepińska "Historia koloru w dziejach malarstwa 

europejskiego", Arkady, W-wa 2009.

Władysław Witwicki "Wiadomości o stylach", PW "Wiedza 

Powszechna", W-wa 1959.

 

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Bohuslav Slansky "Technika malarstwa", Arkady, Warszawa 1960.

Max Doerner "Materiały malarskie i ich zastosowanie", Arkady, W-

wa 1975.

Praca zbiorowa "Techniki wielkich mistrzów malarstwa", Arkady, 

W-wa 2005.

 

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

After completing studies in the Studio of Technology and Techniques of Wall 

Painting at the Faculty of Painting the graduate should:

-Have theoretical knowledge of wall painting to be able to use it freely in creative 

practice.

-Have theoretical knowledge of technology and techniques of wall painting, 

knowledge of materials and tools.

-Have knowledge of defining terms in the artistic discipline of mural painting.

-Have knowledge of the dangers of using untested materials, pigments and 

workshop errors.

-Have the knowledge to recognize traditional and contemporary wall painting 

techniques.

-Have knowledge that is the sum of theoretical and practical experience, allowing 

them to critically relate to their own artistic achievements.

Graduate knows and understands:

Kw01 - to an in-depth degree selected works of art, their history and artistic 

phenomena in the field of ancient and contemporary wall painting

Kw02 - key painting problems such as: subject and polychrome conception, means

of expression, color, light and space in a painting, composition, perception of color

and form, optical illusions, linear and aerial perspective, trompe l'oeil, techniques 

and technologies techniques and technologies of wall painting

Kw05 - basic reading about the course and history of art, theory of culture, 

aesthetics 

 - relations between theoretical and practical aspects of studying

SKILLS The graduate should be able to:

-Consciously choose the appropriate technique when completing a work.

-Undertake creative tasks with the use of knowledge in the field of mural painting 

technology.

-Independently prepare mortars, binders and paints.

-Responsibly use the materials and tools necessary to complete a wall painting.

-Prepare a project and present it publicly

-Create and realize own artistic concepts.

Graduates will be able to:

Ku03 - Consciously integrate the painter's workshop with architecture and apply 

mixed techniques.



Ku04 - Demonstrate the ability to critically select sources of information necessary

for the realization of artistic concepts.

- Undertake artistic research of old wall polychromies.

Ku09 - Plan own artistic development, set artistic goals and realize them in stages.

- Assimilate ancient knowledge and learn artistic solutions of techniques and 

technologies.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

Graduates should:

Demonstrate the ability to critically analyze his/her own creative achievements.

He/she should take care of the workshop and the artistic quality of his/her work in 

an organized way.

Observe technological principles.

Be able to follow the rules of safety and hygiene at work during wall painting 

realization.

Initiates interesting artistic projects.

Demonstrate the ability to function in society in the execution of wall painting.

Be open-minded about the most ancient and recent artistic attitudes and strive to 

discover new means of expression.

Demonstrate the ability to work in a team.

The graduates are ready to:

Kk02 - undertake artistic activities for the local community

- fulfill social tasks in a widely understood field of culture with openness and 

tolerance for other attitudes and needs

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 - A well-lit studio with cubbies, chairs, space for murals, tables for 

mosaics, appropriate scaffolding and tools, mortar fillers and 

binders, and a mineral pigment kit.

- Access to internet.

- Access to Google Meet messenger. 

- Access to Google Drive.

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Optional specialization: Textile art

2/ Teacher dr Elwira Sztetner

3/ Assistants mgr Karolina Lizurej

4/ Code M - 9 KU

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
lectureex. / 60

7/ Studies 
Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

8/ Course type U - specjalizacja dodatkowa nieobowiązkowa

9/ Didactic methods - problem-based lecture

- lecture with multimedia presentation
- didactic discussion
- didactic dialogue
- correction

- workshop
- individual project

- all teaching methods except for the workshop exercises can be 
carried out online (via Google Meet platform, e-mail and the 
"Artistic Textile Studio" group on facebook created for teaching 

purposes)
 

Problem-based and multimedia lectures - topics:

- selected techniques used in the studio, contemporary fabric, 
traditional techniques.

- works of artists using the medium of textiles.
- current exhibitions connected with textiles

- selected technique falling within the broad definition of textiles
- interdisciplinarity of textiles

 

Didactic discussion - joint discussion of contemporary art issues 

including textiles in the context of socio-cultural problems.
Didactic dialogue - individual discussion of selected issues 

connected with the student's artistic search.
Revision - discussing projects and works in progress. Individual or 
group work.
Workshop exercises - concerning techniques used in the studio 

(batik, groundless painting, dyeing, weaving, embroidery, macramé, 
felt, sewing).
Individual project - obligatory for all years. Each student is obliged 
to complete the work according to his/her own individual project 



carried out in consultation with teachers.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites Passing the first year of study.

12/ Final requirements 

- participation in classes

- basic ability to use one chosen technique from among those taught 
in the studio
- realization of a series of works, work or partial realization of the 
work in the case of a labor-intensive project based on their own 
artistic concept consulted with teachers

- submitting the documentation of the work along with the 
description of the concept (if the classes will be held remotely) or 
presenting the work during a semester review on a specified date

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

A passing grade for the course will be given after presentation of the 
work or work in progress during the review (presentation of 
photographic documentation sent via e-mail is acceptable).
The assessment is subject to: 

- artistic level, conception and degree of progress of the work or 
works in progress

- participation in classes (with particular emphasis on consultations 
and didactic dialogue)
A pass mark with a grade from 3 to 5+.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

Students who choose to specialize in the Artistic Tapestry Studio 
have the opportunity to learn about techniques that fall within the 

scope of broadly understood textiles. You can learn to weave, 
crochet, embroider, sew, weave macramé, dye, paint on textile 
surfaces, make batik, shibori, felt.

We are committed to creating unique works in the studio, going 
beyond the craft. Therefore, the teaching of techniques is completely

subordinated to the realization of original works, and the gradual 
development of workshop skills always goes hand in hand with the 
development of creative individuality. Our students look for new 

applications for traditional techniques, they modify and combine 
techniques or use unusual materials. They embroider on foil, make 

batiks on advertising prints, create patchworks from receipts, and 
sew sculptures from old clothes. Their works reflect the growing 
interest in global issues in contemporary art. Climate catastrophe, 

extinction of species, overproduction, and consumerism are just 
some of them.

Our didactic goal, besides taking care of the formal and technical 
aspects of the works, is to encourage critical reflection on culture, to 
shape ethical and responsible attitudes, and to encourage social 

activism. We want the studio to be a place of independent artistic 
search, a place of experience exchange, an enclave of artistic 

freedom with respect for others. We believe that fabric is an 
important, current medium which quickly reacts to current 
phenomena in art and culture. We do our best to create interesting 
works on a high artistic level, set in the realities of contemporary art.



15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Vitamin T: Threads and Textiles in Contemporary Art. 

wyd. Phaidon: 
www.goodreads.com/author/show/437109.Phaidon_Editors" 
HYPERLINK 
www.goodreads.com/author/show/437109.Phaidon_Editors"Editors, 
Jenelle HYPERLINK 

www.goodreads.com/author/show/342912.Jenelle_Porter" Porter
 
Katalogi PDF:
www.btapoznan.pl/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/
Katalog_I_BTA_w_Poznaniu.pdf

www.zacheta.art.pl/public/upload/mediateka/pdf/559d28be90890.pd
f
Strony WWW/fanpage:
www.facebook.com/fiberartfever
www.facebook.com/Polish-Textile-Art-Polska...

www.facebook.com/textilesocietyofamerica
www.facebook.com/textielplus
www.facebook.com/miniartextil.como
www.facebook.com/textileartoftoday

 

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

- I Don’t Know. The Weave of Textile Language 

autor: Achim Borchardt-Hume, Magnus af Petersens & Richard 
Tuttle
 - Threads of Life: A History of the World Through the Eye of a 

Needle 
autor: Clare Hunter

 - The Found Object in Textile Art 
autor: Cas HYPERLINK "https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/
4162101.Cas_Holmes" Holmes 

 - Threads: Contemporary Embroidery Art 
autor: Charlotte HYPERLINK 

"https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/1315637.Charlotte_Vanni
er"Vannier 
 - Unravelled: Contemporary Knit Art 

autor: Charlotte HYPERLINK 
"https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/1315637.Charlotte_Vanni

er"Vannier 
 - Wojciech Sadley. Tkanina życia 
autor: Barszcz Jacek, Zawadzki Jarosław Maciej 

- Caroline Achaintre: Permanent Wave 
autor: Charlotte Cosson & Emmanuelle Luciani, Oriane Durand, 

Stella Rollig.
- The figurative sculpture of Magdalena Abakanowicz   
autor: Joanna Inglot
- Shibori: The Inventive Art of Japanese Shaped Resist Dyeing 

autor: Yoshiko HYPERLINK 
"https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/871110.Yoshiko_Iwamoto
_Wada" HYPERLINK



- Text in Textile Art 

autor: Sara HYPERLINK "https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/
7221461.Sara_Impey"Impey

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

K_W02 - Graduate knows and understands the key issues related to creating works
in the medium of fabric, basic techniques and technology of fabric dyeing. Knows 
and understands the principles of creating works in one selected technique taught 
in the studio (batik, painting on groundless substrates, shibori, felt, hand and 
machine embroidery, sewing, handmade paper, weaving, crochet, macramé, sewn 

sculpture). Has knowledge of technology, materials, and tools in the technique they
use.
K_W03 - Graduate knows and understands the issues of construction of artistic 
works in artistic fabric. He knows and understands such issues as: composition, 
light, color, texture, matter, solid, contrast. He/she has knowledge of criteria that 

distinguish artistic fabric among other art disciplines.
K_W05 - Graduate knows and understands basic readings on textiles. 
Vitamin T: Threads and Textiles in Contemporary Art

SKILLS

K_U01 - Graduate can use his/her knowledge, predispositions and artistic 

sensitivity in expressing original artistic concepts. They can use classical 
techniques, which are within the confines of artistic textiles, to create current and 
contemporary works. They are able to search for new applications of known 

techniques and combine them. They are able to be inspired by works of other 
artists to create their own original concepts.

K_U04 - During realization of artistic work student can independently search the 
sources of information, develop intellectual conception of the work, undertake 
artistic research.

K_U06 - Graduate can plan and present the concept of his/her work in a 
communicative way in oral, written or multimedia form. He/she is able to talk 

about artistic textiles in the context of contemporary art and art history and socio-
cultural issues. Can present a point of view and participate in public debates on 
textiles and moderate the debate.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

K_K01 - Graduate is ready to use his/her experience to inspire others, share skills 
and knowledge in the field of artistic textiles. He/she is ready to critically analyze 

his/her creative actions and to constructively criticize other creators in the field of 
textile, art and culture; to boldly and responsibly formulate his/her own views. 
They are ready to use textile techniques to create works commenting on cultural 

and social phenomena.
K_K05 - Graduate is ready to use the medium of textiles to create their own unique

artistic works when necessary; to adopt a responsible, ethical attitude by creating 
works that are consistent with their worldview and respectful of others; to respect 
copyright law and to care for the intellectual property of other authors.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 - studio with equipment suitable for large-format works in weaving 
techniques (looms, weaving frames); the room must be at least 3.5 m
high
- equipped with tables for painting on textiles

- separate room for batik technique
- a professionally equipped dyeing room with large burners, dishes, 
dyes, a bath for rinsing fabrics, a wet-proof floor, with an outlet; 



wet-proof walls

- access to running water in both studios, access to electric stove, 
iron
- tables for groundless painting
- good lighting
- storage for large-format works, frames and weaving workshops

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Obligatory specialization: Experimental textile art

2/ Teacher dr hab. Barbara Łuczkowiak

3/ Assistants mgr Aleksandra Jaxa-Chamiec

4/ Code M-8 KU

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
lectureex. / 60

7/ Studies 

Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 

Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

8/ Course type OU

9/ Didactic methods 

-Individual project (preparation and realization of the author's 

project in the field of Experimental Textile)

-Problematic lecture (course and monograph - concerning textiles 

and weaving techniques, contemporary textiles, fabric collage, 

spatial compositions - fabric sculpture, and their creators)

-Discussion lecture combined with discussion

-Lecture with multimedia presentation

-Didactic discussion (meetings with students and discussion on the 

effects of their work)

-Correction

-Workshop exercises

-Creative exercises

-Exercises:

-Analysis of works realized in the Laboratory of Experimental 

Textile in with discussion

-Analysis of the works of artists connected with textiles with 

discussion

- Presentations of students' projects and realizations with discussion 

via google meet platform,

 -Lectures and meetings organized with the help of google meet 

platform,

- Co-creation by students of profiles of the Experimental Textile 

Studio in social media, publishing through them works created in the

Studio.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 

-Passing with positive result of the commission review of the first 

year of studies of each department of the Academy of Fine Arts in 

Warsaw

12/ Final requirements 

- Completion of an approved project,

- Presentation of the work created in the Studio of Experimental 

Textile within the framework of semester reviews,

- Commission presentation of the work completed in the Studio 

within the final year exhibition in the Painting Department.



13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

- Individual review of works completed in the Experimental Textile 

Studio selection and presentation of works for credit,

-Commission examination with a grade,

-Participation and involvement in classes, artistic and technical level 

of the works completed in the Studio of Experimental Textile are 

evaluated,

- Submission of a .pdf file containing the documentation of the 

completed project by the specified deadline.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The program of the Experimental Textile Studio is based on a broad 

view of the problem of contemporary textiles including basic 

knowledge of textiles, propaedeutics of weaving activities, weaving 

weaves, dyeing, designing and realization of individual artistic 

works.

During the course, students will acquire knowledge and skills such 

as: 

- Creating a project and building the background needed to realize 

individual and original artwork

- Experimenting with techniques and methods necessary to design 

and execute works;

- Learning the principles of creating collages, sewn, sewn on and 

applied spatial compositions and sculptural textiles using various 

materials such as sisal, textile materials (tulle, lurex, velvet, cotton, 

linen) wire, wood, wool, string, thread, foil, etc.

- Creating spatial compositions - sculpting fabric using various 

materials such as paper, wood, wire, string, metal thread, foil, mesh, 

etc,

- Workshop exercises - getting acquainted with new techniques 

connected with contemporary fabric based on a broad view of the 

problem of spatial fabric,

- Developing workshop skills in the area of textiles,

- Realization of works in the field of textile based on observation of 

nature forms,

- Learn the techniques and methods necessary to design and realize 

works,

- Learning about the structure of fabric and basic weaving 

techniques,

- Color relationships in different kinds of textiles,

- Relationships between materials and materials and their 

interactions,

- Learning about the structure and construction of collage, appliqué 

and embroidered fabrics 

- Learning about issues connected with the construction and 

construction of spatial forms in textiles and related specialties,

- Acquainting students with the main developmental trends in art, 

especially in the field of Experimental Textile and related 

disciplines, as well as with the ability to place in their context their 

own work, which enables them to create artistic works of high 

originality, topicality and creative awareness.



- Realizing original artistic concepts,

- Make conscious use of materials and techniques as well as means 

of imaging to create their own individual artistic concepts.

- Take independent decisions related to the problems, realization and

selection of materials necessary for the realization of artistic 

concepts,

- Seeking and finding appropriate means of expression to develop 

their own creative path,

- Using mixed and experimental techniques,

 -Building an intellectual background for the created work,

-Formulating and expressing thoughts about her/his artistic process 

and its outcomes

- Undertake artistic research and build an intellectual background for

the work being created,

- Experimenting creatively in the use of new means of expression,

- Constructing oral and written as well as multimedia statements 

about his/her realizations and activities in the field of experimental 

textiles,

-Discussing and debating about art and own artistic realizations

- Formulating and expressing thoughts about their own artistic 

process and its results,

- Acquiring knowledge which enables them to recognize and 

evaluate contemporary developments in the field of textiles,

- Acquiring theoretical knowledge about the materials used in 

realizing works, 

- Looking for new technical and formal solutions,

- Acquiring knowledge about current trends in textiles and 

contemporary art.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

-Vitamin T: Threads and Textiles in Contemporary Art, Jenelle 

Porter, Phaidon, 2019.

-Sheela Gowda, Steidl & Partners, 2007.

-Joseph Havel, A Decade of Sculpture (1996-2006), 2006.

-Yayoi Kusama, I want to forever,Federico Motta Editore, 2009.

-Olafur Eliasson, Your Lighthouse, Hatie Cant, 2004.

-Louise bourgeois: The Fabric Works, 2011.

-Current online articles and videos (pdf/link) given to students

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

- Sarah Sze, Monografia, Benjamin H. D. Buchloh, 2016.

-Claude Lewegue, Le Grand Soir, Flammarion SA., Paris 2009.

-Collecting Contemporary Art, Adam Lindemann, Taschen, 2006.

-Art Now, Hans Werner Holzwarth, Taschen

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED Kw 02



GE

1.Knows and understands key problems and issues in experimental textiles among 

others:

- Understands the functions of design and preparation needed to realize individual 

and authorial artwork

- The role of techniques and methods needed to design and execute work,

- Fabric construction and basic weaving techniques,

- Color relationships in different kinds of textiles,

- Relationships between materials and materials and their interactions,

- The role of experimentation with techniques and methods necessary to design 

and realize works;

- Knows the rules of creating collages, sewn, sewn-on and appliquéd spatial 

compositions and sculptural textiles using different materials such as sisal, textile 

materials (tulle, lurex, velvet, cotton, linen, wire, wood, wool, string, thread, foil, 

etc)

- Techniques and technology of experimental textile related specialties

- Knows and has read at least two readings from those indicated in the course 

bibliography.

qv 03

-Absolute knows and understands detailed and specific issues in the construction 

and construction of collage type fabrics, appliqued fabrics and embroidered 

fabrics.

-Absolute knows and understands basic issues of construction and construction of 

spatial forms in fabric and related specialties.

Quant 05

-Basic readings on experimental textiles and contemporary art min.

-Vitamin T: Threads and Textiles in Contemporary Art, Jenelle Porter, Phaidon, 

2019.

-Sheela Gowda, Steidl & Partners, 2007.

-Joseph Havel, A Decade of Sculpture (1996-2006), 2006.

-Yayoi Kusama, I want to forever,Federico Motta Editore, 2009.

-Olafur Eliasson, Your Lighthouse, Hatie Cant, 2004.

-Louise bourgeois: The Fabric Works, 2011.

 

Kw 07

Knows and understands the main developmental trends in art and especially in 

Experimental Textile and related disciplines and is able to place his/her own work 

in their context, which allows for the creation of artistic works with a high degree 

of originality, timeliness and creative awareness.

SKILLS Ku 01

- Use the knowledge and skills acquired in class as well as their talent and artistic 

sensitivity in expressing and realizing original artistic concepts,

- Consciously and innovatively use materials and techniques and means of imaging

to create their own individual artistic concepts,

- Consciously use experimental techniques in the realization of their projects.

Ku 02

- Make independent decisions related to the problems, realization and selection of 

materials necessary for the realization of her/his artistic concepts,

- Create and realize his/her own individualized artistic concepts of high artistic 

value,



- Look for and find own means of expression, enabling him/her to develop his/her 

own creative way,

- Use the artistic technique correctly and boldly in the realization of his/her 

intentions.

Ku 03

Consciously integrate the experimental textile workshop with other specialities 

within the discipline. Use mixed and experimental techniques. Experiment 

creatively in the use of new means of expression.

Ku 04

Demonstrate the ability to critically select sources of information when 

implementing their own artistic concepts. Build an intellectual background for the 

created work. Undertake artistic research. Adapt the means of artistic expression to

the issue under study. Toward 05

Approach the public presentation of their own works and artistic views, as well as 

the works of other artists in a responsible and meaningful way; communicate with 

the audience about their own work and art issues.

Ku 06

Develop oral and written (including multimedia), wellstructured and 

communicative statements on their own realizations and activities within the range 

of experimental and artistic textiles and related humanistic disciplines. Discuss and

debate in public on art topics and moderate debate.

Ku 09

Create their own artistic development; to set artistic and workshop goals, to 

develop and broaden their own skills, to acquire new knowledge, to learn new 

artistic solutions and technologies. To skillfully combine theoretical and visual 

layers, creating a coherent whole.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

K_K01

He/she is competent to critically refer to his/her own artistic achievements, to 

discuss and express constructive assessments concerning his/her own and other 

people's works and artistic activity. Formulate and express thoughts concerning 

her/his artistic process and its effects.

K_K04

Adapt to changing conditions and expectations towards the artist thinking and 

acting in an entrepreneurial way in art. To undertake own exhibition and 

publishing initiatives. Active search of funds for realization of intended artistic 

aims.

K_K05

Perform the role of a creative and imaginative artist. Accept responsibility for own 

artistic works and statements. Ethical attitude of an artist towards the recipient of 

art and society. Observe the copyright law and care for intellectual property of 

other authors.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 -A well-lit studio with cubbies, chairs, and space to complete spatial

work,

-Internet access,

- Access to Google Meet messenger,

-Access to Google Drive,



The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Optional specialization: Art in public space

2/ Teacher dr hab. Maciej Duchowski

3/ Assistants mgr Sebastian Winkler

4/ Code M - 9 KU

5/ Faculty Faculty of Painting

6/ C ourse form / hours 
lectureex. / 60

7/ Studies 

Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 

Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

8/ Course type 
year II semester 3 Compulsory additional specialization - OU 

Optional additional specialization - U

9/ Didactic methods 

-problematic lecture

-lecture with multimedia presentation

-conversational lecture with elements of discussion

-didactic discussion

-didactic dialogue

-correction

-workshop exercises

-laboratory exercises

-individual project

-team project

-discussion via Zoom platform and Google Meet

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites completion of the first year of study

12/ Final requirements 

making, as a part of didactic dialogue, a series of works on a topic 

chosen by a student,

their public presentation including a description of the artistic 

assumptions.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Individual review of works made during the semester and their 

presentation for credit.

Examination with a grade: participation and involvement in classes 



are evaluated, as well as the artistic and technical quality of the 

work.

Submission of files ( of individually adapted format, agreed upon in 

advance) containing the answer to the assignment by the due date.

 

grading scale: 0 - 5+

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The work takes place on the basis of a dialogue between the student 

and educators, its exact mode is determined by the tasks appearing in

each semester. Each semester there are tasks, which are always 

somehow connected with public space. 

We understand "task" as an open question. The initial answer is the 

starting point for a joint search for the most adequate forms of 

expression, refining sense, deepen the statement. The choice of 

artistic medium is up to the student. The only thing is that its 

character should be in harmony with the sense of the answer to the 

question.

The "public space" is a place where the student discovers on his/her 

own what, within the framework of the task, he/she is interested in. 

We want it to be a space of real experience, based on careful 

observation, listening, touching...

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

John Berger "Sposoby Widzenia"

Juhani Pallasmaa "Oczy Skóry"

Marc Auge "Nie-Miejsca"

Jan Gehl "Życie między budynkami. Użytkowanie przestrzeni 

publicznych"

Oskar Hansen "Zobaczyć Swiat"

 

+lectures selected individually

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

-error-

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

Graduates will know and understand:

1. Basic issues related to composing elements in both public and gallery spaces.

2. The technical basics of selected artistic techniques and media necessary for the 

realization of own artistic aims

- The ability to independently use the simplest available tools to achieve their 

artistic goals in order to achieve the maximum of artistic expression within their 

own possibilities.

- Possibilities connected with the fullest use of the hitherto acquired skills 

(painting, drawing, theoretical, non-artistic) and using them for the purposes 

carried out in the studio

- Different kinds of expression, can experiment formally, creates new, surprising 

forms of expression

- Simple means useful in designing artistic intentions - 3D visualizations, mock-

ups, simple computer programs for editing image and sound.

3. Knows and has read at least two of the readings indicated in the bibliography.



4. Takes into consideration the complexity and ambiguity of the manifestations of 

contemporary civilization, adopting his own attitude.

SKILLS

Graduates are able to

1. Use the acquired knowledge in realization of subsequent artistic intentions, 

among others, by defining terms connected with the discipline which is art in 

public space.

2. Make artistic decisions in accordance with the developed aesthetic and formal 

awareness and the ethical, social and legal code.

3. Combine different specialties and formal treatments to realize their artistic ideas.

4. Plan their own development by drawing conclusions from past experiences and 

willingness to achieve new, more ambitious goals.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

Graduate are prepared to:

1. Make a thorough self-assessment and critique of their own work and the work of

other artists.

2. Take full responsibility for their own achievements and statements.

3. Have an ethical attitude towards their audiences, respect the law and protect the 

intellectual property of other artists

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 Access to a well-lit studio with a cubic capacity to hold a final year 

exhibition. With access to a multimedia projector, internet.

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 


